
Chapter 1

1968 and the Working Class
‘What do we get out of Socialism?’ The Reform of 

Enterprise Management in East Germany and Hungary

In August 1968 the party committee of the district of Gera1 received the 
following report on the political mood of the population:

The agitators’ discussions brought to light several theoretical problems that 
revealed that people could not yet fully comprehend a number of fundamen-
tals. This is supported by the following: First, expressions of doubt about the 
increasing strength of the socialist world system and the change of power rela-
tions in favour of socialism at the global level; Second, inadequate knowledge 
of the complexity and intensification of the class struggle between socialism 
and imperialism; Third, comparisons between the principle of socialist inter-
nationalism and the concept of bourgeois sovereignty.2

The analysis of the ‘efficiency of our ideological work and people’s un-
derstanding of the basic questions of our development’ was even more 
critical of the political climate of the working-class communities in  
the district:

In this respect the workers said that in the GDR other strata such as the ar-
tisans, the self-employed, the private traders and part of the intelligentsia are 
privileged and they have a higher standard of living than the workers. Many 
workers put the straightforward question: ‘what do we get out of socialism?’ The 
workers have to be on overtime in order to decrease the losses that resulted from 
the wrong decisions of leading cadres. We frequently hear the argument (mainly 
from women): the decisive question is how we live today.3 People criticize poor 
provision with consumer goods, for instance, with children’s clothes, women’s 
clothes and women’s underwear; poor supply of several food products; the 
prices of industrial products are too high; we export too much, for instance, 
we export of carpets while there are not any in our shops. Discontent is wide-
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36  Alienating Labour

spread among the workers because there was a lot of overtime work (extra 
shifts, weekend work, etc.) in the second half of last year and this year, too. 
‘This won’t solve the great tasks; it is always at the expense of the workers. 
How does the weekend work help us when we don’t do anything during the 
week, or on Monday because there is no more material? We should stop talk-
ing about the five-day week and make a new law instead that one should work 
sixty hours in a week, and then the workers will do that.’ ‘We work overtime 
in order to fulfil the plans and the state leaders will spoil things again with their 
bad management. When the managers want us to do overtime, they come to 
the shop floor and talk with us; otherwise we hardly get any information from 
them. We get the allocated task from above, no one asks for our opinions.’ ‘If 
one wants to give a professional contribution, one needs to be familiar with 
the materials. We don’t have time for that. We discuss the tasks of our brigades 
or departments but apart from this, we hardly discuss anything else.’4

The above text is a lot clumsier in the original wording; however, in com-
parison to the dry and standardized language of the East German party 
documents, it is refreshingly informative. In the party documents of the 
Honecker era we only occasionally encounter any criticism; the over-
whelming majority of the surviving documents in the district are nothing 
else but reports of the (over) fulfilment of the plan, completed with the 
appraisal of the heroic struggle of the working class to accomplish the task 
and the positive evaluation of the international power relations – in favour 
of the Soviet Union, of course. It seems that the local party functionar-
ies dared not take the responsibility for any deviance from the obligatory 
‘Marxist’ praises, which were formulated in a difficult and often incom-
prehensible bureaucratic language in order to appeal to a broader public 
or evoke the attention of simple people.

The cited report from Gera, which was written in a very laborious style 
even in comparison to the original German language that has a preference 
for complicated sentences and eloquent compounds, represents a refresh-
ingly honest report of the political mood of the population that the party 
carefully monitored. In spite of all efforts, the information reports writ-
ten under Honecker are so identical in their content and wording, with 
reports of contented and loyal socialist citizens, that we can skip years 
and we still have the impression that we are reading the same documents. 
The unusually informative and surprisingly critical report bears the date 
of 2 August 1968. The year of 1968 was the heyday of the East Ger-
man reform, which bore the somewhat euphemistic name of the New 
Economic System of Planning and Managing the People’s Economy (das 
Neue ökonomische System der Planung und Leitung, NES), later renamed 
the Economic System of Socialism (das Ökonomische System des Sozialis-
mus, ESS). I discuss this reform first, not only because the GDR was the 
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first country in the communist bloc that announced an economic reform 
in the 1960s but also because Hungarian reformers adopted many of its 
elements although the latter had a more radical concept of private prop-
erty relations.5 

In the era of thaw initiated by Khrushchev, reform discussion started 
in the Soviet Union, which sought to increase the consumption levels of 
the population after the ‘lean years’ of Stalinism. In 1962, Liberman pub-
lished an article in Pravda under the title ‘Plan, profit, premium’ in which 
he outlined a reform of enterprise management and the bonus system. He 
summarized his ideas in two slogans condemning the ‘petty tutelage of 
centralized administration over the state-owned enterprises’ and pointing 
out that ‘what is useful for the society must be useful for every socialist 
factory and its employees’. By the first he meant that the financial au-
tonomy of the individual enterprises should be increased; by the second 
he proposed to reward quality work rather than ever larger quantities as 
had been the practice under Stalinism.6

The Soviet reform discussion inspired economists across Eastern Eu-
rope to contemplate the reform of planned economy. Ulbricht did not 
only aspire to pioneer the reform process but he sought for a special Ger-
man path in order to stress that Germans don’t merely slavishly imitate the 
Soviet model but they are able to adapt it creatively to the local technical 
and social environment.7 The reform, which Ulbricht announced at the 
Sixth Party Congress in December 1963, was also an attempt to improve 
the economic efficiency of the country, which even according to the of-
ficially published statistics displayed a negative trend: the national income 
increased by 11 per cent in 1958, 4.5 per cent in 1960 and 2.1 per cent 
in 1962; investments increased by 12 per cent in 1958 but only 2 per cent 
in 1962.8 The reform sought to reorganize the enterprise structure, to 
increase the autonomy and financial responsibility of the enterprises, and 
to introduce more economic incentives and a more realistic price policy, 
mainly in order to improve the export performance of the country. 

While Ulbricht used phrases resonant with Liberman’s slogans, he 
maintained that the NES was a socialist system adapted to the specific 
needs and conditions of the GDR. The reform of the enterprise struc-
ture meant the creation of large state enterprises, the so-called ‘social-
ist trusts’, which were responsible for the production, improvement 
and research work within their profile.9 The reform, like in Hungary, 
increased the legal, economic and financial autonomy of the enterprises; 
the NES delegated many of the chores of the material supply mecha-
nism to subordinate bodies in the hierarchy. A basic tool of the material 
supply mechanism was the material balance, which checked whether a 
given production-cum-final-uses plan was consistent. The administration 
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of these balances was, to a large extent, delegated to the enterprises. In 
1963, nearly a quarter of all balances were balanced by the State Planning 
Commission (SPC) and the ministries. 

In December 1965, encouraged by the positive experiences of the 
NES (observers even spoke of the ‘red miracle’), Ulbricht announced the 
second phase of the reform, which continued decentralization. By 1966 
the enterprises were responsible for nearly 90 per cent of the balances, 
and the delegation went further in 1967. Another part of devolution was 
to provide the enterprises with a much wider freedom of action within the 
assigned production targets. This was closely related to the functioning 
of the supply mechanism: for any material balance for which the top had 
no specific desire, neither limits for inputs nor detailed output targets had 
to appear in the plan. The 1967 plan included only products of strategic 
importance. In 1968, the heyday of the NES, enterprises received fewer 
directions on the composition of sales than before.10

Devolution was linked with the attempt to change the managerial ap-
proach and increase competition in the planned economy. Managers re-
ceived funds from the centre that they could use relatively freely (e.g. 
for investment, research, innovation), and the enterprises could retain 
a significant part of the profit. The quantitative approach (the so-called 
ton- ideology) was replaced with qualitative criteria such as profit, cost, 
price, labour productivity, and the optimal use of materials. The manag-
ers received a free hand to decide about bonuses, and they were encour-
aged to make use of the economic incentives (which were euphemistically 
called ökonomische Hebel): in 1969–70 the centre regulated only the wage 
funds, and not the average wages of the workers. The industrial price 
reform, which attempted to adjust the prices to the social costs of labour, 
was completed in 1967. Reformers sought to ensure that profitability 
would determine the economic results of state-owned enterprises.

According to one of the most original analysts of the reform, Michael 
Keren, the year of 1968 meant not only the heyday of the NES but also the 
beginning of the end. Keren explains this apparent contradiction with the 
argument that devolution in a centralized system can work, if at all, only 
with reasonable reserves – that is with plans that are not too ambitious or 
taut. According to his analysis, this was precisely the case in the first pe-
riod of the NES when the GDR economy achieved an annul growth rate 
of 5 per cent, which was a spectacular result in comparison with the provi-
sos ‘lean years’.11 In 1968 priority planning was introduced, which indeed 
centralized the planning of certain sectors of the economy, considered to 
be crucial for export-driven growth. The taut and unbalanced plans of 
1969 and 1970, which concentrated state resources on large investments 
and priority products, upset the fragile balance between central planning 
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and devolution, on which the new economic system rested. Specific mis-
fortunes hastened the fall of the reform: in the harsh winter of 1969 the 
shortage of electricity caused many breakdowns in production and arrears 
in contract fulfilment. Since structure-determining projects received high 
priority, even the low plan targets of consumer goods were not fulfilled.

Keren’s main argument is that the economic upheaval in the last two 
years of the reform brought about the political fall of Ulbricht, who in-
sisted on the maximal programme of the NES that he considered his 
life’s work. As late as January 1971, in his last major economic address, 
Ulbricht still called for the concentration of the resources on priority 
products. Fearing a general social upheaval, the party leadership, how-
ever, refused to follow his economic programme. Tautness was given up 
when some 1970 plan targets were cut in September; at the same time it 
was decided to slacken the 1971–75 plan. A lower investment target was 
set, and priority was given to investments in electrical power and other 
intermediate sectors that had suffered neglect over the previous years. 
Ulbricht resigned two days before the publication of the plan.

Keren devoted less attention to social discontent, which, however, 
could have been a stronger motive for the party leadership than the eco-
nomic upheaval. The Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia undoubtedly 
weakened the position of the reformers, who had to do everything to 
distance the new economic system from the Czech reforms.12 Another 
problem was that even though the reform started with a wage stop, the 
regime eventually agreed to increase the workers’ wages in order to win 
them over to the NES.13 Overtime work also increased the income of 
the working class, while there were not enough consumer goods in the 
shops. In this situation, Keren argues, the party could have generated in-
flation, but after the bloody riots that followed the increase of the prices 
announced in Poland on 12 December 1970, the GDR leadership did 
not dare to risk a similar course. They rather chose to abandon the maxi-
mal programme of the NES and the party secretary, who insisted on the 
maximal programme.

Decided upon in 1966 and implemented in 1968, Hungary’s new 
economic mechanism (új gazdasági mechanizmus) emerged out of an 
extensive discussion among economists and a growing concern within 
the party leadership over poor export performance and the inefficient 
operation of state-owned industry during the mid-1960s.14 Kádár was, 
however, more careful not to commit himself so openly to the reform as 
Honecker, and he preserved a ‘centrist’ position between the dogmatic or 
orthodox communists, who opposed the new economic mechanism and 
the reformers. Furthermore, the Hungarian reform was more ambitious 
and radical in its scope than the East German: while the GDR was the first 
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to implement an economic reform inspired by Liberman’s suggestions, 
the Hungarian economic reform, albeit adopted later, was targeted not 
only at decentralization but it granted more concessions to the market 
than did the new economic system of the GDR. The Hungarian econo-
mist János Kornai gave a theoretical criticism of over-centralization prior 
to Liberman.15 In 1965 reform-minded economists outlined the Criti-
cism of our present economic management, which argued, that the system 
of the allocation of the tasks to the ministries and enterprises was dys-
functional because the central planning apparatus could not have a clear 
picture of the production capacities and reserves of every enterprise, and 
the enterprises were not interested in increasing efficiency and the better 
satisfaction of consumers’ demands.16 Besides giving a sharp critique of 
the existing system of management, the document also pointed out the 
political dangers of the over-centralized economy:

The system of plan allocation has a negative impact on the consciousness of the 
people: on the one hand, they forget how to act autonomously, how to initiate 
things and to account for them and on the other hand, it confirms the politically 
harmful view that the higher leading bodies are responsible for every mistake and 
hardship. Since we regulate everything centrally, it facilitates the wrong ‘reflec-
tion’ of reality that the increase of the standard of living is decided by the will 
of the central authorities.17 

The document was also critical of the system of central pricing, observing 
that the prices largely and economically unreasonably differed from the 
social costs of labour.18

The reform increased the autonomy of the enterprises and the manag-
ers’ authority to make tactical decisions. To stimulate the enterprises, the 
state allowed them to retain part of the profits, and the managers could 
decide the distribution of the bonuses. The state’s proprietary rights were 
not, however, challenged; amongst others, the state retained the impor-
tant right of appointing the management. Indirect control was established 
through prices and taxation of the enterprises, which eventually had a lev-
elling effect. It was envisaged that there would be a limited competition 
among the enterprises that would improve the economic performance 
without restoring capitalist relations:

An important feature of the new economic mechanism is that it enables the 
economic competition of the socialist enterprises and it urges them to com-
pete in the market. This competition is, of course, limited. It is limited by the 
level of the development of the productive forces (concentration and special-
ization of production and distribution) and the socialist nature of our planned 
economy. This limited competition has, nevertheless, a special significance for 
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the development of enterprise initiative, the increase of efficiency, technical 
improvement and the satisfaction of buyers’ needs.19

Even though the increase of enterprise autonomy was an important ele-
ment of the reform, it was also linked with the reorganization of econom-
ic management. The structural transformation of the industry had been 
on the agenda since 1958 but the ‘experimental’ enterprise concentration 
was followed by a retreat, and it was only in 1962–64 that a new indus-
trial structure emerged characterized by giant enterprises and an almost 
absolute lack of small companies. The grand-scale concentration of the 
means of production was expected to reduce bureaucracy and increase 
the authority and responsibility of the management. The enterprise was 
responsible for the determination of the social needs for the products 
within its profile (responsibility of planning) and the satisfaction of the 
demands (responsibility of supply), and it had to finance the technologi-
cal improvement and the change of products.20

Although the reorganization of economic management increased the 
role of market incentives, Schweitzer had already indicated that the re-
quirement to make profits often contradicted the responsibility of sup-
ply. The managers would typically argue that any product could be made 
profitable with more investment, and that if they stopped their produc-
tion it would lead to shortage in the domestic economy.21 String-pulling 
and political contacts were also frequently used to secure state subven-
tions. The central allocation of the resources was thus subject to fierce 
criticism; profitable enterprises complained that the subventions were 
distributed at their expense.22 Giant enterprises could at the same time 
represent significant bargaining power, and they could effectively prevent 
reform initiatives or the cuts of subventions. Szalai later showed that this 
was precisely the case and the state-owned large industry resisted any at-
tempts at reorganization or the renegotiation of state subsidies.23 It can 
be therefore argued that within the enterprise structure market incentives 
could only have a limited effect.

Within the framework of the new economic mechanism more radical 
reforms had been planned but the growing division of the party over 
reform and the Soviet intervention in Czechoslovakia resulted in a re-
treat. This, however, did not reverse the process, which indicated the real 
significance of the reform: the legal extension of the second or private 
economy (második gazdaság). Although the 1968 economic reform did 
not entail a concept of ownership, it made the development of industrial 
units within agricultural cooperatives possible, which did not carry out 
agricultural production, but industrial and service activities. The private 
economy within the framework of agriculture started to expand towards 
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the industrial and service sectors, which influenced the competitive posi-
tion of the state industrial and service companies in the domestic mar-
ket significantly more than the very limited competition created by the  
private retailers and craftsmen. Although in the 1970s attacks against the 
agricultural subsidiary industries were renewed again and again, these  
became the ever-expanding bases of the development of the private  
sector.24

The 1960s indicated a reform era not only in economy but these tur-
bulent years also opened up a debate within the party about the necessity 
and scale of reform. With the sharpening of political debates both the 
dogmatic or orthodox communists and the reformers felt compelled to 
turn to the ‘masses’ for support. Public opinion meant first and foremost 
the opinion of the large industrial working class, which the party held to 
be its main social basis. The following chapters describe how workers in 
the two counties responded to the economic reform: what kind of griev-
ances they voiced in this respect, what other criticisms came up in the 
documents which related to the everyday life of the working class, and 
in what ways they required – or expected – the party to intervene in the 
reform process. I stress that in this period workers still believed in the pos-
sibility of a social dialogue and they accepted the party as the legitimate 
representative of their interests. This was the last, historically formative 
period in the relationship between the working class and the party when 
such trust can be documented. The Hungarian documents of the 1980s 
reflect disillusionment, distrust and the workers’ increasing alienation 
from the party state. In 1989 the Communist parties could no longer 
mobilize the class that they represented in any East European countries. 
The reform era therefore has a distinguished role in the history of wel-
fare dictatorships. Last but not least, the industrial reorganization of the 
1960s indicated a landmark in the history of both factories. Given the 
nature of the sources, not every part could have been matched properly, 
of course, so, for instance, there is more data on the political mood of 
workers in Hungary, while labour policy for women or the housing policy 
of the factory is much better documented in East Germany. The differ-
ence in the political climate of the two countries is, however, reflected in 
the party materials: the Hungarian sources give a more critical and reli-
able picture of the relationship between the working class and the party  
than the East German reports written in a clumsy bureaucratic language 
with the compulsive and over-zealous intention to conform to official  
socialism. It is the main reason why the Hungarian case study is presented 
first.
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Rába MVG and the Reform Process
The Hungarian Wagon and Machine Factory25 which later became known 
as Rába MVG was founded in Győr, a commercial and administrative 
centre of western Hungary in 1896. Győr was a historically important 
town in the region: it was the seat of a diocese and also a county town. 
The Wagon Factory was established as part of the economic moderniza-
tion of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, which occurred during the last 
third of the nineteenth century. The production of carriages became a 
prosperous enterprise: the factory exported its products to Serbia, Bul-
garia, Romania, Italy and Egypt, and it transported rolling stock to the 
London Underground and the Antwerp Tramways.26 In 2001 the man-
agement located Rába products dating back to 1905 in South Africa.27 

In 1939 the factory, which also started to produce buses, trucks and 
tractors in the interwar period, was officially declared an armaments fac-
tory, which entailed the development of plants important for war produc-
tion. The new motor car factory was completed in 1943, and produced 
Botond cars,28 Turán tanks and Rába  Maros military trucks.29 The per-
sonnel of the factory experienced a massive growth: in 1941 nearly five 
thousand blue-collar workers worked in Rába but by 1943 their number 
had doubled.30 

In 1945 war losses to factory capacity were assessed at 70 per cent as 
against an average 36–40 per cent of the Hungarian machine industry as 
a whole. Summer production in 1945 amounted to about 10 per cent 
of that recorded earlier.31 The rebuilding of the factory was all the more 
pressing since its products were indispensable for the rebuilding of the al-
most totally ruined railway network.32 Simultaneously with the rebuilding 
of the factory ownership changed. In 1946 the government nationalized 
the largest enterprises in mining and heavy engineering, amongst them 
the Győr Wagon Works. After the first three-year plan reconstruction 
was successfully finished and the industrial production of 1949 had risen 
above that of the last pre-war year by 40 per cent, with 7,500 people now 
working in the factory.33

The first five-year plan (1950–1954) was a period of major change in 
the life of the factory. As a result of restructuring, the car plant and the 
machine-tool works were detached from the Wagon Factory in 1951. 
The equipment and production of the plants detached amounted to 50 
per cent of the capacity of the enterprise.34 At the same time the factory 
was granted significant sums to increase production. The production val-
ue of the factory surpassed that of the Ganz Wagon Works thus becoming 
the second largest machine manufacturing plant in the country. Exports 
rose, too: railway carriages, steam cranes, lift trucks, bridges and other 
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steel structures were exported, mainly to the Soviet Union. The number 
of blue-collar workers rose from 4,861 to 6,239 during the plan period 
(without the detached plants) and the number of the factory personnel 
rose from 7,313 to 9,141.35 

In 1963 a new chapter started in the history of the Wagon Factory. 
The Central Committee examined the situation of the machine industry 
in the country and concluded that the sector was outdated and labour 
productivity was low. In 1962 the Wagon Factory failed to fulfil the plan 
and it produced the greatest shortfall in the export plan.36 A process of 
concentration started in the machine industry: in 1963 Ede Horváth was 
appointed the chief manager of the Wagon Factory.37 With this the Indus-
trial Tool Factory was officially reunited with the Wagon Factory. After a 
separation of thirteen years, the organizational unity of Rába was restored 
again by the beginning of the third five-year plan (1966–1970).

The enterprise started the third five-year plan under its traditional 
name (i.e. it was again called Hungarian Railway Carriage and Machine 
Works – MVG – from 1965)38 and used the trademark ‘Rába’. Horváth 
started a very ambitious project, which soon triggered a sharp conflict 
with the management of the Wagon Factory. He sought to modernize 
production by changing profile, by which he meant the decrease of the 
share of total production made up by rolling stock and the increase of en-
gines and rear axles. The planned development was realized with the pur-
chase of a licence to manufacture engines from the West German MAN 
firm. In the county the local power relations largely influenced the in-
terpretation of the economic reform. The plan of Horváth, the manager 
of Rába, to change the production profile and buy a licence from a West 
German factory triggered a conflict between himself and the party func-
tionaries. Ferenc Lombos, who was the first secretary of the county party 
committee between 1956 and 1966, was not indifferent to the Wagon 
Factory because he started working there. Lombos took the side of Hor-
váth’s opponents, who went as far as to attempt to relieve him of his 
post. According to Horváth’s recollection, Jenő Fock, who later became 
the Prime Minister (1967–75), represented the Central Leadership at the 
special meeting of the executive committee in 1963, where Horváth was 
attacked.39 Fock defended Horváth but only a temporary agreement was 
achieved. In 1965 the discord renewed when Lombos made attempts to 
intervene in the management of the enterprise which Horváth considered 
to be his exclusive authority. The situation became so tense that it was 
reported to the Central Leadership (Központi Vezetőség). After the party 
leadership investigated the case, both Lombos and Horváth received a 
strong reprimand. The ultimate winner was, however, Horváth, because 
in 1966 Lombos was replaced with László Pataki, who was in office until 
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1974. Lombos was left out of the Central Committee and Horváth also 
lost his membership (he was a deputy member and deputy membership 
was abolished). In 1970, however, Horváth was elected back into the 
Central Committee, where he kept his membership until the collapse of 
the regime.40 

Horváth triumphed over the local party leaders and secured his posi-
tion both nationally and in the county. According to all documents and 
memoirs he was a real workaholic, and the development of Rába was his 
only true and greatest passion. He accomplished the change of profile. 
Production of rolling stock gradually fell. In 1965 the total value of its 
finished products amounted to 3 billion HUF, with exports mounting up 
to 40 per cent. In that year Rába employed more than sixteen thousand 
people. The total volume of investment in that year amounted to 700 
million HUF.41 The new Rába plant producing engines was inaugurated 
on 17 June 1969 and it had the capacity to produce thirteen thousand 
engines and auxiliary parts. The biggest market for the engines was the 
Hungarian bus industry, producing over twelve thousand large buses a 
year at the Ikarus Factory in Budapest.42 New plants joined the parent 
company – Sárvár and Ajka in 1967, the Foundry of Győr in 1968, the 
Red Star and the Mosonmagyaróvár Tractor Factories.43 In 1975 Rába 
employed nearly twenty thousand people in its Győr plants (about fifteen 
thousand blue-collar workers).44 Although its main export partner was 
the Soviet Union, the company also exported axles to the United States.45

In the national and local press the ‘Rába miracle’ received substantial 
media coverage. Rába was widely advertised as a socialist model factory, 
which worked well and made substantial profits.46 The exports to the 
United States were understood as the Western recognition of the good 
quality of Rába products. In 1986 when economic reform was again on 
the political agenda, Ede Horváth was elected the man of the year in 
acknowledgement of his managerial success. The company enjoyed high 
prestige in Győr, where it was the largest employer. The enterprise built 
a huge stadium, sponsored the local football team called Rába  ETO and 
launched many training and scholarship programmes. It also had a tech-
nical library, a cultural centre, a brass band, a chore, a dance group and a 
sports’ club.47 

The dissolution of the MSZMP48 in October 1989 deprived Ede Hor-
váth of political support. Members of the old political elite, who were 
held responsible for the economic troubles of the country, came under 
greater pressure. As a member of the Central Committee, Ede Horváth 
was an obvious target of attack. His conflict with the secretary of the trade 
union, Zoltán Kóh, exacerbated the situation and led to an abusive press 
campaign against him in the newly established independent newspapers. 
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The Mosonmagyaróvár plant demanded to be detached from Rába and 
the trade union organized a strike. Even though the enterprise council 
confirmed Horváth in his managerial post until 1992, the Győr court 
repealed this resolution. The enterprise council asked Horváth to retire, 
to which he agreed on 18 December 1989. 

Downgrading the Working Class? 
A Critique of the Economic Reform

In January 1977 the primary party organization of the Motor Factory of 
Rába MVG in Győr held a party meeting, where a mechanic made the 
following comment:

Concerning the information reports, I can freely announce that on my side the 
political mood is not good. The previous speakers have mentioned the prob-
lem of revising the norms that affect blue-collar workers. We feel uneasy both 
about the revision of norms and the increase of prices. They nevertheless say 
that our mood is generally good. This cannot be said at all. The statistics show 
that everything is very good here. The increase of prices does not show me 
that the political mood is good. I don’t experience a rising standard of living. 
When I pick up a newspaper, everything I read in it makes me angry. With re-
spect to the utilization of working hours, even the psychologists of the capital-
ist countries have demonstrated that the human body needs a break during its 
eight working hours. So we cannot spend 480 minutes working. I think that 
they do not represent the workers’ interests here. They always demand more 
work for less money. After the present revision of the norms I cannot earn my 
money even if I violate the technological regulations. I cannot understand 
where and in relation to what we can experience a rising standard of living. In 
spite of the increase of prices, they are decreasing our wages.49 

Figure 1.1 Logo of Rába
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The criticism received some consideration in the closing speech of the 
party secretary:

The reasons why comrades are a bit passive have been explained in the discus-
sion. I would like to point out that it is not right that the blue-collar workers 
have such a bad opinion of their white-collar counterparts and that this dis-
agreement has been so often heard recently. Comrades should realize that we 
have equal need here of each and every employee. It is true that the money 
is not enough but it is the responsibility of the management that the wage is 
8,000 Ft50 for one job while it is only 2,000 Ft for another. The management 
should also provide better working conditions.51 

In Rába MVG few records of grass-roots party meetings have survived, 
so it is difficult to tell how widespread criticism was in public forums. On 
the basis of the regularly collected information reports concerning the 
public mood of employees, reports of larger party meetings and other 
documents it can be, however, confirmed that in the era of the economic 
reform functionaries showed themselves to be more than ready to re-
port about working-class grievances towards the higher political bodies. 
Many old communists thought that the economic reform would harm 
the social basis of the party and endanger the social consensus with the 
working class. In the provinces political leaders, anxious to retain their 
positions, undoubtedly had an interest in reinforcing anti-reformist feel-
ings. This, apparently, succeeded only too well because debates over the 
reform brought to light real political concerns about the weakening of 
the position of the industrial working class; moreover, people used the 
opportunity to express a more deeply rooted social discontent with the 
ruling regime. In particular, workers addressed three issues critically: the 
increasing material inequalities between workers and managers, the high 
income of the peasantry and the lack of enterprise democracy. The first 
two criticisms were connected with the economic reform; the lack of con-
trol in the factory was, however, a criticism that was targeted at the estab-
lished power relations of the socialist system.

In 1972 a survey was conducted on the conditions of the working class 
in the county. The survey found that material and social discontent was 
widespread among the working class. 

Significant masses of the working class (those who have low wages and big 
families) disapprove of the increase of prices, particularly that of clothing. 
They won’t accept that it is not possible to improve their situation ‘because 
of the interests of the people’s economy’. The greater part of the working 
class does not hold workers to be a leading power, or to be proprietors, be-
cause the shortcomings that they experience in their workplaces confuse their 
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judgement. For instance, when nobody asks for their opinions and they have 
no say in production, enterprise democracy does not function and there are 
unreasonably high wage differentials between workers and managers. In many 
places workers feel that they only have the right to work.52 

The last sentence of the report is highlighted because it nicely dovetails 
with the cited information report from Gera: workers cannot work con-
tinuously because of the bad supply of materials; they have to pay the price 
for the wrong decisions of the managers while the latter do not take into 
consideration the interests of working people; they have become detached 
from the masses, they have forgotten where they came from, they behave 
like the new rich, and the list of grievances can be continued. We can iden-
tify common sources of criticism: unprepared investments, bad manage-
ment of work, the increase of material inequalities between workers and 
managers and the downgrading of the working class. It is also important to 
stress that these grievances were listed in an official report that was sent to 
the national leadership. The fact that sentences such as ‘what do we get out 
of socialism’ or ‘workers feel that they only have the right to work’ were 
included in the reports shows that the functionaries were well aware of the 
fact that workers did not believe in the official propaganda that the working 
class controlled the means of production. It is also important to note that 
functionaries showed an interest in working-class opinions and they took 
the criticism seriously with the expectation that the criticism would influ-
ence the party’s policy towards labour and the fate of the economic reform. 

According to a report of the political education of the party member-
ship of the county many people questioned the leading role of the work-
ing class:

A large part of the blue-collar workers and some intellectuals of working-class 
origin limit the term working class to blue-collar workers. They criticize their 
declining number in the leadership and wrongly conclude that the leading 
role of the working class is decreasing. They argue that with the change of 
economic management and the increase in technological requirements the 
working class lost its leading role and political leadership was taken over by the 
more educated economists, engineers, intellectuals and state officials. Some 
are even more pessimistic about the leading role of the working class in the 
future because they think that with scientific-technological development, soci-
ety will be increasingly controlled by the economic and technical intelligentsia.

According to the report, many intellectuals look down on the working 
class: ‘There are opinions among the intellectuals that the lack of educa-
tion renders the working class unfit for leadership. This opinion can be 
also found among intellectuals who are members of the party.’53
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The gulf between workers and managers was, however, deeper than 
the gulf between workers and intellectuals. Economic reform increased 
managerial rewards and reinforced the social distance between workers 
and managers. Trips to Western countries, luxurious offices and expen-
sive cars suggested that it was primarily the managers who profited from  
the factories:

The employees told us that they think little of protocol visits. A significant 
part of the party and state leadership and the members of the apparatus pay 
only hasty, administrative visits. They speak with the lower managers but they 
rarely see the employees. Mainly blue-collar workers complained that since the 
economic reform, managers had refused to deal with the problems of employ-
ees because they were too busy. There is a widespread – sometimes exagger-
ated – view in the working class that high incomes have rendered leaders too 
materialistic and that they live a petit-bourgeois life. (Signs of materialism can 
be found among workers too. Many of them undertake private work or they 
do odd jobs for artisans.)54 

At party meetings workers also criticized the distinguished treatment of 
the leaders:

In the Sopron Cotton Factory people said that at production conferences only 
workers are criticized, managers are not. They consider the wage differentials 
between workers and managers to be unjust, for instance in some party orga-
nizations in Sopron: the Wagon Factory,55 etc. Managers who are relieved of 
their positions because of their mistakes will be given leading positions some-
where else. Why don’t they send them back to the shop-floor?56 

In theory, the enterprise council exercised control over the management, 
but in practice employees were afraid to criticize managers in public. The 
party organizations received many negative opinions about the function-
ing of enterprise democracy. 

A significant part of the party membership holds that people risk their liveli-
hood with their criticism. It is only a formal requirement that the mistakes in 
the administration of the party, the state and the economy should be revealed 
to those competent to deal with them. In practice people won’t exercise this 
right. They say that the party cannot protect the rightful critic from the con-
sequences.57 

Such comments suggest that there was a strong hierarchy within the fac-
tory, which rendered enterprise democracy largely formal. Although the 
party advocated an egalitarian ideology, in reality little effort was made to 
raise the political consciousness of the people.
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In contrast to the Zeiss factory, which had a skilled, urban working 
class, in the personnel of Rába we find a significant group of workers, 
who commuted daily from the countryside to the factory and also farmed 
small plots of land next to their jobs in the factory. Interestingly, urban 
workers identified this group with the peasantry, whose growing wealth 
was also a frequent source of criticism next to the high managerial in-
comes. According to several information reports, urban workers charged 
the government with an outright pro-peasant policy, which threatened to 
undermine the worker–peasant alliance. 

Urban workers who are members of the party measured the worker–peasant 
alliance against the standard of living of the two classes. In some places people 
were biased against the peasants and they compared the low factory wages 
with the prosperity of the villages. We often heard the remark: ‘It is always the 
working class that has had, and still has, to make sacrifices.’ People thought 
that state subvention of agriculture only served the interests of the peasants. 
Even though in general they agreed with the improvement of the standard of 
living of the peasantry, they added that workers’ power should do more for 
the working class.58 

The secretary of the executive committee of the county also underlined 
that the better material opportunities of the peasants created tensions 
between the two classes: 

According to the five-year plan the wages of the working class and the peas-
antry should be equally increased. I don’t think that this is the case now, or 
that we can ensure it in the future. Industrial wages increase by 3–4 per cent 
on average, but we cannot regulate the income of the peasantry. In our county 
the wages of the workers have increased by 4 per cent this year, while the in-
come of the peasantry has increased by 16 per cent. This leads to increasing 
tension and workers say that we have a ‘peasant’ policy.59 

Anti-peasant feelings were undoubtedly present in the party. Many party 
functionaries were biased against the villages, which they considered to 
be culturally backward and ideologically unreliable. The influence of the 
church was also strong in the villages, which was considered to be a sign 
of political unreliability. Religious people were often held to be members 
of the political opposition to the party.60 According to a report on the 
conditions of the commuters of Rába MVG, it was difficult to engage 
them in social or party work because their agricultural activity took up all 
of their free time.61 The bias of the functionaries that the working class 
was more politically developed than the peasantry was often manifest in 
the meetings of the executive committee. For instance, one member of 
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the executive committee argued that backward political ideas came from 
the villages to the factory:

The report states that political inconsistency and ideological wavering can also 
be found in the working class. I think you need to take a more differentiated 
approach and examine how things look within the working class: in the old 
guard, among the skilled workers, among the unskilled, the semi-skilled and 
the commuters. It would be good to know if the latter take home socialist 
ideas or bring in the backward views that negatively influence the political 
mood of the working class.62 

The material prosperity of the ‘backward’ peasantry was therefore held to 
be politically unjust.

The conflict between the working class and the peasantry was, however, 
an artificial one. A study of social stratification in the county found that 
‘pure’ working-class households constituted only 43 per cent of the popu-
lation in the villages of the Győr district, while worker–peasant ‘mixed’ 
households amounted to 20 per cent. Pure peasant households amounted 
to 23 per cent in the district of Győr, 22 per cent in the district of Moson-
magyaróvár, 24 per cent in the district of Sopron, and 31 and 40 per cent 
respectively in the districts of Kapuvár and Csorna. The ratio of the worker–
peasant mixed households varied between 18 and 24 per cent in every dis-
trict.63 The prosperity of the villages mainly came from the double incomes 
earned in agriculture and industry: people worked in the factories of the 
nearby towns and they cultivated their household plots (háztáji gazdaság) 
in their free time. This was also frequently stressed in the party documents: 

The primary party organizations of MVG should deal more with the role of 
the household plots and the evaluation of the agricultural activity done there. 
You should explain to the workers that more and more working-class families 
have an income from subsidiary farming. Statistical surveys prove that there 
are less and less pure worker and pure peasant households in the county. The 
income of the overwhelming majority of the households comes from mixed 
sources because family members work in industrial, agricultural and intellec-
tual workplaces.64 

The aggregated information reports of the county, however, show that 
both workers and peasants thought that the other class lived better: ‘In 
many places workers complained that the income of the peasantry was 
higher than that of the working class. The members of the party in the co-
operative farms thought, on the contrary, that the working class received 
higher social benefits and they had better working conditions. They criti-
cized the fact that, in this respect, the peasantry lagged behind.’65 
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Information reports show that urban workers often identified com-
muters as peasants. ‘In the villages around industrial centres, the income 
of the peasantry is significantly higher than that of industrial workers. It 
is true but you should admit that they work more than eight hours. They 
make more money with more work. Urban workers do not have this 
opportunity. They have hobby gardens but it is not the same.’66 It was 
widely believed that the peasantry had a higher income than the work-
ers. According to information reports, urban workers discussed the sizes 
of houses people had built in the villages and wanted to know how they 
could afford them.67 ‘Many workers argue that the standard of living of 
the cooperative farmers is higher than that of the workers. They think 
that this is because they have more opportunity to work for themselves 
and they cultivate their private plots at the expense of the work of the col-
lective.’68 The conflict was, however, not between the workers and peas-
ants but rather between two specific groups within the working class: the 
commuters and the urban workers. It is therefore misleading to speak of 
the ‘peasant’ policy of the government because fellow workers were also 
considered to be peasants. 

The large group of commuters (they constituted 40 per cent of the 
workforce of Rába) indicates an important difference between the social 
composition of the East German and Hungarian working classes.69 While 
there was a massive transfer of labour from agriculture to industry as a result 
of the grand-scale communist modernization programme, a large part of 
the newly recruited working class continued to preserve a rural residence. 
Although under Kádár there was a massive drive to reorganize farming 
into agricultural cooperatives, small-scale private farming was permitted. 
Many commuters were engaged in agricultural activity next to their jobs in 
industry, and preserved the culture of the peasantry. This group was often 
disadvantaged in the hierarchy of the factory: many worked as unskilled or 
semi-skilled workers, and their educational level was also lower than that 
of the urban workers.70 It was also a recurring complaint that commuters 
‘have no time for party life’. Therefore we can safely conclude that the party 
organization of the factory was dominated by the urban working class, who 
had more opportunities to participate in adult learning and working-class 
social, cultural and community life than the commuters, who after finishing 
work in the factory, went back to their villages to farm their lands or raise 
animals. The significant size of the so-called ‘worker-peasants’ in Hungary 
shows that the economic backwardness of the country continued to pro-
vide for a different trajectory of the formation of the Hungarian working 
class than the more developed East Germany.

While there is evidence that the ‘worker-peasants’ were less interested 
in the political life of the factory and they also had less energy to demand 
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more rights because they worked hard both in the factory and in their 
villages, in the more liberal atmosphere of the 1960s it was not only the 
income differences that were criticized – we can also read documents 
which addressed the contradictions of the established socialist system and 
the actual lack of working-class control over issues of production. The 
formality of enterprise democracy was criticized even within the executive 
committee. Even though the plan was discussed at production conferenc-
es, employees had no opportunity to influence decisions. As one report 
complained, in many places there was no preliminary information given 
to the employees, who consequently could not influence the managers’ 
decisions that were announced at these meetings: 

So the majority will hear the account only once and won’t be able to make 
substantial comments. It decreases the importance of the conferences that in 
many places the leaders announce the final plans and the already-decided facts 
to the collective. They won’t discuss how they determined the objectives of 
the enterprise. The proportion of attendees who are prepared to speak is often 
below 10 per cent. People generally don’t criticize their direct leaders. … The 
managers are not responsible to the employees and this can render the leader-
ship despotic. In the various democratic forums people refuse to evaluate the 
leadership and criticize their mistakes. The management often does not even 
ask the trade union.71 

The weak influence of the trade union over management decisions was 
strongly criticized in the county executive committee, which shows how 
far criticism went in the period. The above contribution suggests, at any 
rate, that even though the trade unions were under the control of the 
party, trade union leaders were often very critical of the inability of the 
trade union to enforce interests. The sarcasm of the speaker also shows 
that this criticism was widely known:

The various surveys show that 60–65 per cent of employees have no opportu-
nity to influence the management of the enterprise. This makes one wonder 
how we are to realize enterprise democracy? The comrade who spoke before 
me asked if employees can influence the production conferences. They cannot, 
unfortunately. Let us take, for instance, awards of socialist distinctions such 
as ‘eminent worker’ and ‘socialist brigade’. In our county, 5,225 people were 
awarded the title of ‘eminent worker’ and only 3,300 of them work in indus-
try, including the technicians and engineers. Is it really workers who are win-
ning these titles or are we trying to realize our own ideas? There is not even 
one case of a production conference where managers have introduced two or 
three alternatives enabling employees to really make a choice. You can ask to 
what extent leaders depend on employees today. I mean the management, the 
party leadership and the leadership of the trade union committee. For how 
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long can employees keep their positions? Does it depend on the employees 
themselves? No, it depends only on the higher leadership. If employees are 
not satisfied with the work of managers, it is in vain that they turn to the trade 
union committee because the trade union cannot call them back. But if a low-
level manager dares to criticize his boss, he will get his notice the next day. You 
can say that the trade union has the right to criticize the managers. As long as 
we have a system of appointments and the party controls the appointment of 
the managers, this right only exists on paper. You cannot name one person in 
the county who has been rejected or appointed upon the recommendation of 
the trade union.72 

The speaker was also bold enough to make fun of the system of demo-
cratic centralism: ‘Last time when we discussed the internal management 
of the enterprises, it was said that it is useless to make a decision until we 
know the standpoint of the ministry. But if we know it, then why should 
we make a decision?’73 

The above quotations illustrate well how far social dialogue went in 
this period – very probably against the intentions of the hardliners. Criti-
cism reflected genuine discontent on the part of workers with their eco-
nomic and political situation; it is remarkable, for instance, that party 
documents recognized that a large part of the working class did not hold 
workers to be socialist proprietors. Nor was the leading role of the work-
ing class – propagated by the party –reflected in the standard of living, 
particularly when the workers saw signs of prosperity among other so-
cial strata. Growing materialism reinforced internal divisions within the 
working class, too: for instance between commuters, who were often 
identified as peasants, and urban workers. In this competition the work-
ing class could rightfully feel disadvantaged because managers and their 
families, who could supplement their income in agriculture, were in a 
better position to accumulate wealth. Official socialism could not render 
people forget that their social status became increasingly determined by 
levels of consumption, which worked against the egalitarian ideology that 
the party propagated. The introduction of the reform, which advocated 
‘more market’, in essence meant that the social position of people was 
increasingly determined by material means, which – in contrast to the of-
ficial slogans of the party – downgraded the importance of the industrial 
working class. This paved the way for a deeply rooted working-class disil-
lusionment with official socialism.

The Appearance of the New Rich
In the era of the economic reform, increasing material differentiation was 
one of the main targets of social criticism. The extravagant lifestyle of the 
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new rich triggered envy: symbols of status like big houses and weekend 
cottages, trips to the West and Western consumer goods were among the 
most frequently condemned features of this lifestyle. Wealth became vis-
ible in society: people no longer sought to conceal their private property; 
on the contrary, good financial circumstances expressed the social status 
of people. According to information reports, people counted a large part 
of the nomenklatura among the new elite: 

We can conclude from the brigade inquiries that the number of anti-leader 
manifestations, particularly with respect to economic management, has in-
creased within the party membership. People believe that the interests of the 
leaders and employees are distinct and even conflicting, even if they are mem-
bers of the party. They also said that today our society is only theoretically 
divided into classes and strata; in practice, it is divided into the wealthy and 
the non-wealthy. Grass-roots members of the party argued that a new elite 
has emerged, whose income is much higher than that of an average employee. 
The majority of state leaders and enterprise managers and part of the petite 
bourgeoisie belong to the new elite.74

The party documents give abundant material for the criticism of the ap-
pearance of ‘capitalist features’, most notably materialism and individual-
ism. The scramble for money was condemned as a petit-bourgeois at-
titude but the party organizations of the county all agreed that it was 
becoming more and more widespread and affected the whole of society.75 
The information reports similarly underlined that people were becoming 
more interested in material values: 

According to blue-collar workers, the petit-bourgeois mentality was wide-
spread in the party leadership, where materialism and occasionally enrichment 
without work has gained ground. Factory workers who were members of the 
party sharply criticized the phenomenon that it is not work but the car, the 
plot and the weekend house that matter, and that a modest lifestyle is almost 
regarded as a social disgrace. Cunning, back doors and socialist connections 
play an ever-increasing role in the achievement of individual success. Collec-
tive solidarity has declined: people care less about the problems of others.76 

‘Petit-bourgeois’ attitudes, however, also appeared in the working class: 
‘While working-class party members and collective farmers condemned 
petit-bourgeois egoism in others, they refused to see the same mistake in 
themselves. They did not consider it immoral to make things on the side 
or violate labour discipline.’77 

The appearance of the new rich was a widely criticized social phenom-
enon, and even the executive committee and the party school discussed 
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the question of how to fight against the ‘petit-bourgeois’ mentality. Even 
though no cure was found, it was clear that people observed the increas-
ing prosperity of certain social strata and were angry that it did not belong 
to them. Party organizations argued that the economic reform increased 
social inequalities. ‘People think that the increasing differentiation of in-
come is the main source of mistakes (executive committee of Sopron). 
Many people think that the economic mechanism reinforces the capitalist 
view because the chief criterion is profit, and socialist humanism is lost.’ 
It is also possible to read into this that the economic mechanism has given 
rise to more opportunity for fraud and unlawful profit-making. The party 
school of Sopron went even further, arguing that society has become 
immensely corrupt.78 According to the reports, another manifestation of 
materialism was the declining interest of people in communal affairs and 
unpaid social work. The party committee of Sopron reported that people 
often ridiculed those who worked unselfishly for the collective. The party 
committee of Győr put it bluntly that socialist consciousness ‘is not fash-
ionable; whoever wants to live like that will often be isolated’.79 Accord-
ing to many primary party organizations, ‘unselfishness has disappeared 
and people are only willing to work for money. It is a social illness which 
has infected every social class. There are passionate debates about egoism 
everywhere, including the party membership.’80 The reports also com-
plained about the declining social activity of people, which they explained 
in relation to the fact that ‘more and more people look for profitable 
occupations outside of the workplace instead of working for the collec-
tive’.81 It was noted critically that some socialist brigades only worked for 
premiums.82 The secretary of the county observed that managers were 
also chiefly interested in premiums: ‘We criticize workers for doing pri-
vate jobs but it is normal when managers first ask how much the premium 
is. They forget that it is their duty to do a decent job. We have got a thou-
sand and one problems here.’83 No wonder that the reports underlined 
that society had become more materialist: each social class charged the 
others with being interested only in money. Even though agitators spoke 
of the socialist mode of consumption, it was clear that consumer society 
did not work according to socialist principles.

The extravagant lifestyle of the new rich was also addressed critically 
in information reports. Conspicuous consumption was one of the chief 
characteristics of the ‘petit-bourgeois’ mentality, and conspicuous con-
sumers were charged with ideological deviation and political disloyalty to 
the party. Students of the party school argued that it was not the petite 
bourgeoisie as a stratum that was dangerous, but embourgeoisement as 
an attitude: 
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One of the most characteristic features of the petit-bourgeois attitude is the 
absence of sincerity. There are people who always follow the party line in public 
while they give their earnest opinion in private. This group spreads the wildest 
rumours and depicts an exaggerated picture of the difficulties. They glorify the 
West and underestimate our results, infecting the others with their defeatism.84 

Although the party condemned the petit-bourgeois mentality, it had a 
rather conservative ethical code. Members of the party – particularly lead-
ers – were expected to live an irreproachable family life. Adultery was 
condemned as a manifestation of petit-bourgeois conduct: 

We receive several warnings from the county that the benchmark of social rank 
is what kind of car, villa, weekend house and lover someone has. These manifes-
tations of the petit-bourgeois lifestyle are all the more dangerous when it con-
cerns party members, state, economic and social leaders because people gener-
alize from the negative examples and they believe that the leaders today live like 
the gentry of the old world (party school of Sopron). In Győr people say that 
a society of the socialist gentry has been created. Employees criticize extrava-
gance in the workplace, the luxurious equipment of offices, and frequent but 
unjustified foreign trips paid for from the budget of the people’s economy.85 

Informants would also draw attention to the fact that many members of 
the new rich in the county had religious connections, even if they were 
members of an atheist party, and they were charged with hypocrisy. 

19.7 per cent of schoolchildren regularly attend Bible classes. The church even 
organizes beat-masses to win over youth. We have received information that 
the contacts of the Benedictine teachers and their former students (doctors, 
leading engineers) are legalized and regular features of the organ concerts 
of Pannonhalma. In recent years, participation in religious ceremonies has 
started to be fashionable, expressing membership of a wealthier, superior class. 
The negative example of the local elite (doctors, veterinary surgeons, non-
party member leading engineers) is very harmful because people believe that 
for them everything is allowed.86 

The appearance of the new rich did not only violate the principle of social 
equality but its members were also considered to be ideologically unreliable.

The ‘struggle against a materialist mentality’ was not very successful 
because the topic was also on the agenda of the party school in the fol-
lowing year. Attendees at the party school consequently distinguished be-
tween class position and mentalities. ‘Students drew the right conclusion 
that it is not enough to consider only the class position of people; you can 
find a Marxist in the petite bourgeoisie and, conversely, it is also possible 
to find petit-bourgeois attitudes in the working class.’87 The debates show 
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that criticisms of these kinds of social phenomena persisted and that social 
differences kept on growing:

Many students noted that our social system had also created its own ‘aristocra-
cy’. Managers and state leaders of working-class origin have become detached 
from the masses. There are leaders who look down on the collective, they 
believe themselves to be infallible and they behave haughtily towards their 
subordinates. Students also asked why leaders preferred trips to the West. The 
petit-bourgeois attitude becomes a problem when people reach a certain stan-
dard of living and start to ape the lifestyle of the ‘upper class’, imitating ‘gen-
tlemen’. Some leaders have family members who also do not know the limits 
and who dress and act very extravagantly. Students criticized the fact that 
‘socialist connections’ mattered more than the true principles of the party.88

The indifference of society was also addressed in the discussion: ‘The stu-
dents see an increasing introversion in society. They explain it with the fact 
that the acquisition of material goods completely absorbs people, who retire 
from social work and the administration of public affairs. Some students 
argued that artists and sportsmen, who lived in very good material circum-
stances, had still decided to leave the country illegally.’89 It was apparently 
ingrained in public consciousness that society had become more egoistic.

The image of the ‘idle rich’ also appeared in information reports. Like 
the complaint that managers’ foreign trips and expensive offices produced 
no profit for the country but only enriched managers, people also con-
demned conspicuous consumption as harmful for the people’s economy.

The appearance of expensive furniture in shop windows, which is a capitalist ex-
port, was negatively received among the blue-collar workers. It is a general ques-
tion which worker can afford to buy any of the products on display. According 
to the workers, the country should instead be buying industrial tools from the 
West, given that, in the first place, we have to be sparing with Western currency.90 

Conspicuous consumption was confronted with the interest of the larger 
collective: the criticism that the rich lived well at the expense of the peo-
ple’s economy and produced no profit for the country, only for them-
selves, expressed a moral judgment of their egoism.

Even propaganda material suggests that the unequal distribution of 
wealth was already an accepted fact, and that the main objective was not 
to change this social reality but to demonstrate the moral superiority of 
non-materialistic values. Propaganda intended to render wealth less at-
tractive in the eyes of the public, but even in this it was not really success-
ful, since increasing wealth was an integral part of consumerism. It was 
characteristic of agitators, for instance, that they criticized the publication 
of the following article and not the social phenomenon that it described: 
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The employees were outraged by the article ‘Living Room with Full Comforts 
and a Swimming Pool’ published in Lakáskultúra (1973, no. 3). The value of 
the flat the article introduced is about 1,000,000 Ft. According to the author, 
a young couple built the flat and they saved the money for it. The workers can 
hardly believe this. They see no point in publishing such annoying articles.91 

Parents also complained that local Roma were selling real Western jeans 
for double the price of what Hungarian jeans cost in the state store.92 The 
material differences between families manifested themselves among their 
school-age children. Excessive consumption was condemned, but no one 
knew precisely what rendered consumption excessive. The creation of an 
egalitarian society was postponed to the distant future: the social message 
of propaganda was not to change property relations but rather to learn to 
live with existing inequalities. 

Even the officially recognized literature expressed the social reality of 
‘embourgeoisement’ and the essential hypocrisy of a society, which on the 
one hand propagated egalitarianism and the emancipation of the work-
ing class, and on the other hand became increasingly commercialized. A 
good example is the youth novel Karambol (Budapest, 1979) by Anna 
Dániel, which received the Gorkiy prize. The novel depicts a society which 
is socialist only in its state order, while more and more ‘capitalist’ ele-
ments appear that question the socialist set of values. This is manifest in 
the increasing social differences and the privileges that some of the young 
characters of the novel enjoy and others do not. The message of the book, 
however, is not to change the unequal world of the adults but to recognize 
the human emptiness of the world of the rich and to renounce materialistic 
values. In Karambol it is already remarkable that the moral superiority is 
the only consolation that society can offer to the poor heroes of the novel.

There was a great deal of complaint on the side of the functionar-
ies that individualism negatively influenced party life. In Rába MVG an 
investigation of 1975 found that there were primary party organizations 
that had not held a party meeting for months. One speaker on the ex-
ecutive committee commented that it almost looked like punishment to 
participate in party meetings.93 In the discussion of a report on exem-
plary communist conduct, one member of the executive committee of the 
county stated bluntly that one had to look for it with a magnifying glass. 
Although he did not relate it to the economic reform, his moral criticism 
keenly expressed the view of old party workers that the life of the move-
ment was undermined by the spread of materialism and indifference:

We even experience passivity in the party. I don’t want to argue about the 5 
per cent,94 but we can multiply it safely by five and even then we are too op-
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timistic. No numbers can express the indifference to party work and political 
questions. When it comes to a political debate, party members just stand there 
open-mouthed and do not stand up to defend the party’s standpoint. This 
question does not even come up in the factories and still we are all satisfied and 
declare that everything is all right.95 

A survey of 1972 revealed, however, that even the party membership re-
lated critically to socialist propaganda, which was unable to respond to the 
new social environment. The representative sample included a thousand 
party members. Only a quarter (26.3 per cent) thought that the leading 
role of the working class meant that the working class had decision rights 
in the most important social and political issues, and even less (14.6 per 
cent) believed that the working class had a leading role in economy. A 
quarter failed to give a clear or relevant answer (18.1 per cent: schematic; 
8.7 per cent: inadequate). According to the majority of the respondents, 
employees were left out of enterprise democracy: 40.7 per cent answered 
that enterprise democracy depended on the management, 26 per cent 
that it depended on the party and mass organizations and only one-fifth 
(21.1 per cent) that it depended on the political activity of employees. 
Half of the respondents (52.2 per cent) agreed with the statement that 
the employees had hardly any opportunity to influence the enterprise de-
cisions that concerned them. Many respondents did not think that party 
membership played a decisive role in shaping political opinions: 92 per 
cent saw a difference between the thinking of Marxists and non-Marxists, 
but only 54.6 per cent thought that the difference was manifest in politi-
cal ideas. Even though the party sought to sustain the moral respectability 
of its members, the respondents evidently did not connect human con-
duct with party membership: only 4.6 per cent saw a difference in moral 
attitudes and 3.3 per cent in the attitude to work between Marxists and 
non-Marxists.96 Finally, the survey could not clarify concepts of socialism, 
which suggests the ideological uncertainty of the party membership:

Some people seek a realized socialism where there is no conflict of interests, 
others think that socialism will be realized only in the distant future and there 
are also people who universalize economic interests. The result is either self-
deception or unreasonable pessimism. People have a narrow understanding 
of socialist existence and consciousness, and tend to limit existence to purely 
materialistic issues. Part of the membership thinks in terms of rigid categories, 
drawing exaggerated conclusions from the surface phenomena.97 

Given the closeness of prosperous, capitalist Austria, it was very difficult 
to argue that socialism offered a higher standard of living to its subjects 
than did capitalism. It is clear from information reports that Western con-
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sumer goods were regarded as symbols of status, and those who could 
travel frequently to the West were envied because they could acquire the 
desired products. The youth in particular were charged with ‘excessive 
Occidentalism’: party hardliners argued that Western lifestyles were seen 
as too attractive by young people, and that many young people – includ-
ing working-class youth – were interested above all in money.98 Tourists 
evidently returned with positive images of the West: in Győr informers 
found it important to report that people were less fascinated by Western 
lifestyles than had previously been the case.99 Agitators pointed out that 
one should compare not only the wage difference between Austria and 
Hungary but also the cost of living – which indicated that people gener-
ally knew that the wages in the West were much higher. An information 
report from the Wagon Factory argued that the comparison of wages and 
prices ‘only served the interests of the capitalist countries’.100 

The ‘fight against materialism’ could not become successful because 
people became increasingly interested in consumption, and the party it-
self sought to gain popularity with the standard-of-living policy. A mem-
ber of the executive committee, for instance, argued that the car, the 
weekend house and the trips were no luxuries.101 The party fought against 
the ‘petit-bourgeois’ attitudes with words rather than with deeds. As criti-
cisms show, in the eyes of the public a segment of the new rich was in fact 
closely connected with the system. It was difficult to expect exemplary 
communist conduct from grass-roots members when militant commu-
nism was replaced by a consumption-oriented policy and workers were 
increasingly integrated into a socialist middle class, which was essentially 
petit bourgeois in its nature. The increasing gap between official social-
ism and the reality of the Kádár regime rendered the political atmosphere 
hypocritical. The party succeeded in pacifying the working class; but in 
the long run, it had to pay a heavy price for the depoliticization of the 
workers, which was the price of their integration into the Kádár regime. 

Ending a Social Dialogue
The materials of the reform era reveal a remarkably high level of concern 
among the party regarding the attitudes of the working class. It was in 
fact the last time the leading role of the working class was discussed by the 
party membership. According to information reports, the subject was also 
on the agenda of public meetings.

Many speakers dealt with the issue of the leading role of the working class. 
We should influence the activity of the workers primarily with the demand of 
political consciousness and other factors. We need to increase the social rank of 
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physical work and introduce the perspective of a worker’s career. The speakers 
recognized that it is important to engage the workers in the leadership of the 
party, state and social organizations but they underlined that it is an equally 
important political requirement to prepare them for the fulfilment of a given 
position and ensure their competence.102

The party evidently sought to renew the social settlement with labour and 
demonstrate that workers’ welfare was central to its policy. The remark-
able openness of the sources suggests that the party also attempted to 
improve its communication with the working class and to engage them in 
a real social dialogue.

The attempt at openness did not, however, last long and at the ideo-
logical level an outright re-dogmatization can be observed: from the mid-
1970s the functionaries are recorded in the party materials as repeating 
the same old political slogans. The new first secretary of the county party 
committee, who assumed his duties in June 1974, introduced himself 
with a lengthy attack on private property, which displayed the widening 
gap between socialist propaganda and the reality of a consumer society:

At the 9th Party Congress,103 comrade Kádár said that communists seek to 
ensure that everybody has the same amount of food on his plate as they have. 
Some people are not interested in how much others have on their plates; only 
in what they have on their own. They separate their own interests from the 
interests of the community. The problem with private property is not that it 
increases, but that it becomes omnipotent – even if someone has acquired 
money by honest means. For instance, people build weekend houses not in 
order to rest in them, but in order to keep up with the Joneses. I visited one 
county and had a chat with a leading comrade. I noticed that he was not 
listening to me, but kept on looking out of the window. I asked him what 
he was thinking about. He said that he was worried it might rain, because he 
had sprayed insecticide on his plants. If it rained he would have to spray them 
again. Unfortunately we do find such phenomena.104 

Party leaders of course had to represent the party line, but the secretary 
was apparently over-zealous and his speech showed little understanding 
of the economic policy of the party. Economic equality was obviously 
not on the agenda; the speech merely reflected that the secretary had no 
relevant message regarding the new social relations.

Similarly, the old political dogmas had no relevant message to offer the 
working class. One objective of the party-controlled media was to give a 
positive image of labour, but as the following contribution of an editor 
shows, propaganda was very much detached from the life of workers. The 
false image was more inclined to anger rather than win workers over to 
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the cause, particularly given that they increasingly experienced a different 
social reality:

When I received the report on the conditions of the working class in the 
county, I listened to a radio report. It was about why the workers of the Water 
Conservancy Directorate – drivers, cleaners and dam-keepers – decided to fin-
ish the seventh and eighth classes of primary school. These people won’t get 
promoted, they probably won’t get more money and they still decided to go 
to school because, as one of the drivers said – and I quote, ‘it goes with our 
world-view that we yearn to study’. Mark the formulation: we yearn to study! 
You yearn for sweet fruit, tasty meat, fresh water or a nice landscape and – in 
the words of this driver – you yearn to study. A simple man has formulated 
this very fittingly and truly. Yes. Our strength and truth lie in rendering people 
able to yearn for everything that is beautiful and good. This is the point of the 
party resolution on public education and our repeated discussions of the con-
ditions of the working class that is our topic today in the executive committee 
of the county. Because – and it is good to know this – the party is aware of the 
fact that the first and most important condition of the harmony of our social 
system, which is not contradicted by the dynamism of our development, is the 
general satisfaction of the working class; and a further condition is the stability 
of the worker-peasant alliance. We often declare that there is a good political 
climate and public mood in our country – and how very true it is!105 

The quotations reveal the basic contradictions of socialist propaganda. 
Functionaries typically considered workers to be too immature to un-
derstand their wider social context, and the ideological triumph of the 
hardliners reinforced this attitude. When enterprise democracy was again 
on the agenda, the strongest criticism was that not every party group had 
reconciled their opinions with the party steward.106 Even in the official 
party documents there were comments that simple people were rarely 
expected to have anything to say about politics. 

All of our employees agreed – and this was also the opinion of the delegates 
– that until now there had not been such a well-organized and professionally 
excellent conference in our county, at which problems could be aired with 
such honesty. It was a very surprising fact that simple workers gave their opi-
nions on their work and also on the problems of the county and the country. It was 
even more surprising that several blue-collar workers contributed with such clever 
opinions.107 

The sentences in italics show that a certain bias against the ‘simple wor-
kers’ existed within the party apparatus. 

This patronizing attitude effectively hindered communication between 
the party and the working class – all the more so when social experi-
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ences increasingly contradicted propaganda. Even though there were at-
tempts to explain growing material inequalities between the social classes 
through the economic reform, the examined documents show that in 
public consciousness the increasing importance of private property was 
the product of a social process that had already begun. Apparent materi-
alism was much criticized, but it influenced the behaviour of every social 
class. With respect to the response of labour one can, indeed, speak of 
two contradictory arguments. On the one hand, the fact that society had 
become more materialistic and the accumulation of wealth had gained 
an ever-increasing social significance was criticized. On the other hand, 
growing inequalities triggered the material discontent of the industrial 
working class because wages in state industry lagged behind the private 
sector. Consumerism gradually pushed unpaid social and political work 
into the background: people sought to be part of consumer society rather 
than social activists. The party could condemn materialism, but it did lit-
tle to reverse this social process. Since part of the new rich belonged to 
the ruling elite of the system, the party lost the moral ground to attack 
the growth of private property.

Materialism and individualism were therefore not the products of 
the economic reform; the relatively liberal atmosphere of the reform era 
merely rendered visible ongoing social processes. Even party materials 
reflect the recognition that the new dividing lines in society could not be 
linked directly to the traditional classes. A good example is the perceived 
tension between workers and peasants. Many workers regarded com-
muters as peasants; thus, according to traditional interpretations, it was a 
conflict within the working class. Since employment in the private sector 
meant additional income, individualism also spread in the working class. 
Introduced surveys, too, support the argument that the traditional class 
categories failed to grasp the new social inequalities (e.g. a worker could 
also be a private entrepreneur or work in agriculture). The class category 
therefore became less important for the self-identification of people.

The individualization of society triggered many negative responses 
among people; in the light of the introduced sources, it was one of the 
most widely criticized social phenomena. This criticism may well have 
been reinforced by party functionaries, but it is remarkable that members 
of the party (and even its leaders) were charged with showing indifference 
to community work and party activities. Indeed, there were abundant 
complaints about the decline of the life of the movement and the devalu-
ation of community work in the eyes of the people. According to party 
reports, people had become more egoistic and solidarity had declined; 
this was expressed in withdrawal from social work and communal activ-
ity.108 The accumulation of wealth triggered the envy of other, less suc-
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cessful groups: the building of large houses in the villages outraged the 
public, but also motivated many to try to follow the example. This had 
a negative impact on community life because people worked more and 
had less time for social relations outside of the family. Hypocrisy had a 
detrimental effect on social moral perspectives within society; leaders who 
were themselves considered to be selfish and greedy could not expect 
their subordinates to resist the ‘petit-bourgeois’ mentality. The contrast 
between communist ideology and social reality created a crisis of values, 
which rendered many people disillusioned with that ideology.

The response of labour was surely not the only factor that stopped the 
economic reform, even though more radical steps were planned. Fear-
ing a loss of popularity, in 1972 the government decided to increase the 
wages of industrial workers, and it unambiguously committed itself to the 
standard-of-living policy.109 This meant that the party refused to consider 
the political criticisms of the industrial working class, choosing instead 
to offer material concessions in exchange for its silence. This manifested 
itself in the closing of social dialogue and ideological re-dogmatization.

The triumph of the hardliners proved illusory for two reasons. First, 
the standard-of-living policy was not in line with the economic realities 
of the country, and it led to overspending and growing indebtedness. 
Since the government unambiguously based its popularity on the increase 
of consumption, it automatically risked losing the support of the peo-
ple with the failure of the standard-of-living policy. Second, and perhaps 
more importantly, the decision to end social dialogue reflected the party’s 
failure to give a new basis for its communication with the people in a situ-
ation when the party was in urgent need of finding a new social message 
to address the working class. The old ideology was inevitably doomed to 
failure in this new social reality and the triumph of the hardliners meant 
precisely the return of the old political slogans.110

Carl Zeiss Jena in the New Economic System
The Carl Zeiss factory – or rather, the workers of the company – en-
joyed a privileged position also among the industrial enterprises of pre-
war Germany. The eponymous entrepreneur, Carl Zeiss, founded his 
precision-mechanical-optical workshop in Jena in 1846. Zeiss himself was 
well known for his pedantry, and he set his employees high standards of 
workmanship. The real fame of the enterprise was established, however, 
through his partnership with Ernst Abbe, a Jena physicist and philanthro-
pist, and Otto Schott, a chemist specializing in high quality optical lenses. 
Zeiss was the only enterprise in the world that could manufacture micro-
scopes according to catalogue and set characteristics. This established the 
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success story of the enterprise: in 1875 the enterprise had 60 employees 
while by 1888 there were 327 in the factory. In 1889 the social-minded 
Abbe established the Carl Zeiss Foundation, which from 1891 became 
the sole proprietor of the enterprise. This form of ownership, which was 
at the time less typical, was combined with progressive social political 
measures and labour protection – for instance the regulation of the work-
ing hours, minimal wage, paid holiday, health care insurance, pension, 
severance pay and the legal representation of workers’ interests in the 
factory. The generous social policy contributed not only to the success 
of the enterprise but it also facilitated the workers’ identification with the 
factory that they could regard as their own from many aspects.111 

During the Second World War, Zeiss was integrated in the armaments 
industry, and it suffered very heavy war losses. In March 1945, the enter-
prise employed 13,000 people, (around 70 per cent were Germans).112 In 
1945 the town of Jena was first taken by American troops, and when they 
marched out in order to handover control to the Soviets, they strongly 
encouraged the resettlement of scientists and professionals in the West-
ern zone. The migrants did indeed found another Carl Zeiss factory in 
Oberkochen and a new Carl Zeiss Foundation in Heidenheim. The two 
firms could not reach an agreement about the use of the trademark, and 
after a long lawsuit, the matter was finally decided by a London court 
in 1971.113 The rivalry of the two firms also symbolized the competi-
tion between the two German states in the period. Even though the 
Soviets ordered the dismantling of the factory, its rebuilding started in 
1948 with a massive growth in the workforce: in 1950 the enterprise had 
around 10,000 employees while by 1954 their number had increased to 
16,500.114 The rebuilding – like in Hungary – went hand in hand with 
the change of ownership. The majority of the workers did not, however, 
greet the programme of nationalization and integration into the planned 
economy with unanimous enthusiasm precisely because of the former, 
generous social policy of the factory even though the party increased its 
propaganda to overcome their resistance.115 

The East German economic reform and the reorganization of the en-
terprise structure opened up new perspectives for the town and the en-
terprise, which had already been renowned for its export performance. 
Ulbricht wanted to give the Zeiss factory a significant role in the new 
economic system, which manifested itself also in personnel policy. Ernst 
Gallerach, the deputy-in-chief of Zeiss, who was a loyal supporter of Ul-
bricht and his reform policy, regarded the implementation of the princi-
ples of the ‘new economic system of planning and management’ in the 
enterprise as his chief task. In 1966 Gallerach replaced Hugo Schrade, 
who was regarded as an ‘old Zeissianer’ (Zeiss employee), in the manage-
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rial post – according to some memoirs he indeed urged the retiring of the 
chief manager even though Schrade was aged sixty-five in 1965.116 The 
enterprise was held to be one of strategic importance, not only because 
of its export output but also because it served as a ‘laboratory’ of the new 
system of planning and management. That said, already in 1964 a socialist 
working group was formed with the task of developing the principles of 
the application of the new system in the enterprise. Even more impor-
tant was the task of elaborating a prognosis for the long-term (15–20 
year) development of the Zeiss factory, which Gallerach presented at the 
Seventh Party Congress in 1967. The members of the working group 
received state awards for their work – according to later memoirs they 
spent many nights at their workplace in order to accomplish the task.117 
In April 1968 the Political Committee decided that the enterprise would 
be the centre of the research of the rationalization and automation tech-
nology in the GDR, and relevant production would be also concentrated 
in the town.118 When Ulbricht visited Jena, he also promised to invest 
in the development of the town; he criticized the crumbling houses and 
declared that such conditions were unworthy of a town which hosted the 
internationally recognized Zeiss factory.119

The reform of the economic management thus initiated significant 
developments in the enterprise, for which Gallerach, who enjoyed Ul-
bricht’s confidence, bore the main responsibility. In 1964 seven plants 
joined Zeiss, which thus became the leading enterprise of optical and 
precision instruments. In 1965 it received the right of foreign trade, first 
under the supervision of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, but from 1968 
the enterprise was solely responsible for its foreign trade. In 1967 the 
department of export–import was established, which from 1972 was ac-
countable only to the chief manager. The research centre was officially 
opened in 1971, after two years of preparatory work. By 1975 the centre 
employed 4,741 people.120 In 1980, this number was around 3,500 and 
40 per cent of the employees had a university or a college degree.121 The 
industrial and educational complex in Göschwitz was opened in 1970, 
where 2,100 trainees and 4,000 comprehensive school122 students could 
be accommodated (there were also dormitories).123 With that, Zeiss con-
trolled supervision over the largest vocational training institution of the 
GDR.124 The enterprise also played an important role in military research 
and development. Brezhnev’s visit on 20 April 1967 is a clear sign of the 
Soviet interest in the enterprise.125 

Despite these results, the reform of the economic management in the 
enterprise was not an unambiguous success story – on the contrary, in 
the light of the local sources, the chaos of the last years of the NES was 
strongly felt in the factory. The price reform had a very negative effect on 
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the management of Zeiss because the costs of raw materials significantly 
increased while the prices of industrial products could not be increased 
accordingly because of political considerations. The increase of the prices 
put Zeiss in a difficult situation because they worked with very expen-
sive materials: the price of raw diamond increased by 46 per cent, while 
a special opal glass cost 19.29 M instead of the previous 2.1 M.126 The 
increase of energy prices, on which they likewise could not spare much, 
added to the financial difficulties of the enterprise: in 1964, the cost of 
energy increased by 1.6 million M, while the enterprise could only spare 
125,000 M with rationalization.127 In addition, there were huge arrears 
in export performance. The ambitious and taut plans of 1969 and 1970 
worsened the situation of the factory to the extent that it could only avoid 
bankruptcy with significant state support.128

The evaluation of Gallerach’s managerial achievement is ambiguous 
even in light of the above ‘negative’ facts, because several economic prob-
lems of the factory were connected with the structural contradictions 
of the reform. The reform itself was not consistent and foreign events 
(mainly in Czechoslovakia and Poland) largely influenced its outcome. 
Even though Gallerach was criticized by the central political bodies, it was 
not the economic problems of the factory but Ulbricht’s political fall that 
decided his fate. It well characterizes the end of the reform that Gallerach 
received criticism not because of his economic performance but, quite the 
contrary, because ‘he was too much absorbed in the economic tasks at the 
expense of political work’.129 The report also charged the manager with 
liberalism, which was a clear sign of the dissatisfaction of the party leader-
ship after the fall of the reform. Gallerach was relieved of his managerial 
post on 1 July 1971. His successor, Helmut Wunderlich, likewise proved 
himself too liberal to manage the ever-expanding enterprise, and he too 
had to leave the senior management in 1975. Contrary to his ‘liberal’ 
predecessors, the new manager, Wolfgang Biermann,130 who was a can-
didate for the Political Bureau in 1966, was a supporter of the one-man 
management, and he ruthlessly removed the managers who he held to be 
politically unreliable or who dared to contradict him.131 It is not acciden-
tal that no negative criticism of the manager manifested itself in the local 
sources until the fall of the Honecker regime.

With some justification it can be argued that the huge developmental 
projects started in the NES yielded fruit under Biermann. The workforce 
of the enterprise continued to grow because further plants joined Zeiss; 
the phase of concentration ended in 1985. In 1976 the Zeiss Kombinat132 
employed around 35,000 people, by 1980 it had risen to 42,000 and by 
1985 it was 53,000. Out of this number, the workforce of VEB133 Carl 
Zeiss amounted to ‘only’ 33,000 in 1985; of these, 26,000 had their 
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workplaces in Jena while around 7,000 worked in the plants of Eisfeld, 
Gera, Lommatzsch, Saalfeld and Suhl.134 The state housing projects that 
Honecker launched mitigated the great pressure on housing in Jena: the 
modern housing estates in Neulobeda and Winzerla were built in the 
period. While in 1968 fifty people refused to work in the factory because 
they did not get the promised flats,135 5,207 new state flats were handed 
over to the Zeiss employees between 1970 and 1974.136 Zeiss, like Rába, 
offered various facilities and benefits to their employees: in order to en-
able full female employment, the factory ran nurseries and kindergar-
tens for Zeiss employees, and operated sports clubs, a cultural centre, a 
football team, summer camps and a polyclinic.137 The enterprise was not 
only the major employer of the town but it was also the main sponsor of 
cultural and sporting events. The Zeiss Planetarium, which was renovated 
and modernized in 1983–85, has attracted not only the local people but 
has become a favourite tourist spectacle.

Thanks to the ideological discipline and strict censorship, the political 
weakening of the regime was less observable in the GDR than in Hun-
gary. In October 1989 the chief manager loyally reported of a hand-
written pamphlet that was found on the staircase of one of the plants.138 
The ‘transition’ was so quick that a few months later the employees were 
informed that a warrant had been issued for the arrest of the manager, 
who was accused of fraud. The whereabouts of the chief manager were 
unknown.139 The evaluation of Biermann’s managerial achievement is 
ambiguous;140 it was clear, however, that his prominent political role in 
the regime could not be forgotten.

Figure 1.2 Logo of VEB Carl Zeiss
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Ideology and Management: The Lot of a Socialist Manager  
was not a Happy One

Since Carl Zeiss was in many aspects an ‘experimental field’ of the new eco-
nomic system, and it was also an important export firm, it strongly felt the 
effects of the reform, many of which resulted from inconsistencies between 
the subsequent phases of the NES. The economic troubles, which affected 
the whole of the GDR in the last years of the NES, hit Zeiss particularly 
hard: the enterprise repeatedly could not fulfil the plans, there were huge 
arrears of orders, investments were not finished, and the enterprise accu-
mulated huge debts. Even though many of these problems resulted from 
the structural inconsistencies of the NES, they undermined Gallerach’s au-
thority, who constantly received criticism from higher party organs in this 
period. In addition, in the light of the local sources, the middle manage-
ment, who belonged to the old guard of Zeiss, also questioned the manag-
ing director’s professional competence, who in response accused them of 
holding backward views and being attached to outdated methods. 

This chapter examines the reception of the ‘new system of management’ 
among the managers and the workers of the enterprise in the last critical 
years of the NES. This period is all the more interesting because – contrary 
to the situation in Hungary, in which the ideological hardening of the early 
1970s was followed by a relatively open discussion of economic and social 
problems during the 1980s – the sources of the Honecker era, at least in 
the light of the local (district and factory) party documents, tell us very little 
about everyday life and working-class attitudes. In this sense, Gallerach can 
be correctly termed a liberal for, while he tolerated attacks that undermined 
his managerial authority, the same could not be said of Biermann, whom 
nobody dared attack. The information report from Gera – which had an 
almost revolutionary tone in comparison with later sources – undoubtedly 
reflected internal party disputes, but it also revealed that at that time the 
local party organs were sincerely interested in working-class opinions about 
party policy, and they even attempted to engage them in a dialogue. Even 
more importantly, it seems that workers accepted the party as a conversation 
partner: it was evidently workers who made the quoted comments, and not 
party functionaries. The reform period was, however, the last time when the 
party demonstrated a genuine concern for its loss of working-class support. 
The Honecker regime did not even make an attempt to treat people as equal 
conversation partners: local party materials contented themselves with echo-
ing official propaganda. The fall of Ulbricht’s reform therefore ended the 
limited dialogue between the party and the East German workers.

In the light of the documents Gallerach tolerated criticism, and this abil-
ity served him well in the fierce ideological struggles over the NES in the 
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last, critical years of the reform. The internal division of the party is shown 
by the relative abundance of surprisingly open criticisms in the documents, 
which are sadly missing from the monotonous repetitions of ideological 
phrases and over-bureaucratized language of the reports characteristic of 
the Honecker era. Nor can we read such controversial accounts of Bier-
mann’s leadership and management as of the colourful conflicts between 
Gallerach and the Zeiss managers. Even though many of the problems of 
the enterprise were the product of structural economic problems beyond 
Gallerach’s control, the manager was frequently attacked, especially after 
1968, when he had to reckon with both the weakening position of the 
reformers and the economic problems that his enterprise caused to the 
national economy, given its repeated under-fulfilment of its plan. In the 
light of the documents, the middle management of the enterprise was 
not enthusiastic about the ambitious investments and new methods. They 
were, at any rate, discontented with the ‘outsider’ manager (contrary to 
his predecessor, Gallerach was not an old Zeissianer), and they were ready 
to see him as the chief scapegoat for the unreasonable projects and the 
economic problems that resulted from the contradictions of reform. Gal-
lerach was conscious of the conflict because, on his part, he frequently and 
publicly criticized the old management of the enterprise for their failure 
to understand and apply the principles of new economic management in 
their fields. On the ‘Day of the Socialist Leader’ (Tag des sozialistischen 
Leiters) – one year before he himself had to exercise self-criticism – Gal-
lerach argued that the managers of VEB Carl Zeiss Jena had no reason 
to be self-satisfied, let alone conceited: ‘There are managers even among 
our colleagues, who accustomed themselves to passivity, and they examine 
every question of our development from the perspective of an observer. 
We don’t need observers and yes-men here, but we need active combat-
ants.’141 It was perhaps an achievement of the NES that criticism could be 
expressed in public, because otherwise it was not customary to trouble 
people with problems, especially on an official holiday. 

The conflict between Gallerach and the old guard among management 
was, however, a very real one, as one month later the chief manager again 
laid into the old-fashioned methods and the lack of initiative of much of 
management in front of the factory party committee: 

Today’s most important problem is the elimination of deficiencies in the or-
ganization of production in our enterprise. I think that the greatest obstacle 
to this is self-satisfaction and managers’ attachment to traditional, outdated 
methods. We need to pay more attention to the education of managers. In the 
factory I experience signs of resignation among part of the management. We 
need to treat this question as a political one. A manager needs socialist educa-
tion, if he wants to educate others.142
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East German leaders deployed a more militaristic rhetoric than the Hun-
garians even in the reform era; nevertheless, despite the rhetoric, the chief 
manager was not very successful in winning over the old guard to his new 
economic management style. More importantly, there was no sign that he 
had any effect on patterns of promotion, which suggests that managerial 
practice was more lenient than the rhetoric.

In the reform era even East German party jargon, which conformed 
to ideological requirements, sometimes turned into self-parody. Gallerach 
failed to give a more concrete description of how socialist managers had 
to be educated, but one year later when the problems of production again 
had to be discussed at a factory party leadership meeting, Gallerach’s com-
plaint suggested that he himself felt he should go on a shortened course:143

Even comrade Gallerach said that he was disappointed with the results and 
he listed several examples in order to prove that the under-fulfilment of the 
plan was primarily due to political factors. ‘There is no discipline in the instru-
ment plant, the managers do what they want, they permanently disregard the 
plan, the direct production managers and shop managers are making their 
own plans (I can prove it with a number of concrete examples), of which the 
majority of the workers are not informed. In addition, shift work is unsolved, 
and the management of the plant has not dealt with the E-system144 for a year.’ 
Comrade Gallerach finished his speech with the argument that there were 
problems with the political stance of officials in the instrument plant, and they 
needed to be critically evaluated.145 

The managing director attempted to shift responsibility (and work) to the 
party organization as far as was possible, which was diplomatically com-
mented on by the first secretary of the party organization of the factory: 
‘We have to start from the present situation and consider how we can show 
ourselves worthy of the confidence of our comrade Walter Ulbricht. We 
have to educate our managers so that they become fully conscious of what is 
at stake. Since they are not hard enough on themselves, they cannot educate 
the collective in state discipline.’146 Another member of the leadership point-
ed out that the socialist work contest lacked ‘fighting spirit’ because the 
evaluation of the results of January was published only in June.147 It seems 
that not only production but officials also could not fulfil their plan targets. 

However comical these reports may sound today, there were real pro-
duction and financial problems in the background, for which both sides 
of the dispute blamed the other. Even though the enterprise attempted to 
depict a rosy picture of the situation, one did not need to read between 
the lines in order to find criticism. In 1968, for instance, it was reported 
that the enterprise ‘largely’ fulfilled the plan but the financial manager 
owed this more to the unselfish work and overtime of the employees, 
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than to the management. That having been said, the report admitted that 
despite every effort, the enterprise could not fulfil the plan, which was 
explained primarily by the following reasons: 

It has been a problem for years that the methods of the direct production 
managers are outdated and they need a fundamental revision. It is alarming 
that in some fields the managers lacked a clear overview of the whole produc-
tion process as late as in December. In 1968 there was a further decline in 
the quantity of production causing a loss of 20 million Marks. The results of 
plan fulfilment in December show that we can save a lot of money and reduce 
overtime with better organization of labour, so we must definitely improve 
cooperation between the different plants. In many places there are obstacles 
to the introduction of innovations; this is shown by the fact that the number 
of our instruments that bear the trademark Q has decreased from 338 to 301.

In addition, the report argued that employees had different attitudes to 
the fulfilment of the plan, and that the continuous overwork of the pre-
vious three months had tested the patience of workers; therefore their 
political mood was not good: ‘On the one hand, there are those who are 
determined to fight for the plan; on the other hand, we can hear several 
doubts and complaints.’ Concerning the mounting discontent among the 
workers, the report considered it necessary to mention that the manage-
ment would increase the wages of those in the 4th to 7th wage groups 
and also those of the direct production managers in 1969.148

This, of course, did not mean the end of the affair. The management 
of the enterprise was compelled to give an explanation to the district party 
committee of the district for Zeiss’s persistently poor plan fulfilment. The 
supervisory committee – not surprisingly – blamed middle management 
for the failure: 

The ideological reasons lie primarily in the missing political and professional 
qualifications and the weak fighting spirit of middle management, who fail to 
recognize their responsibility for the political education of the collective and 
they content themselves with the management of the technological-economic 
processes only. This is manifest in the deficiencies of socialist democracy, the 
lack of commitment in problem-solving, the adoption of a passive attitude 
and the toleration of mediocrity, self-satisfaction and conceit. Many employ-
ees think that they only have to wait and see. This attitude results from the 
failure of the management to put the resolutions of the party into practice 
creatively, because they have not yet fully understood our structural policy and 
they don’t trust enough in the working ability of the Zeiss-collective.149 

The factory party organization, was, however, opposed to further testing 
peoples’ patience, because the report of the following month took the 
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side of the employees, including management, stressing that they were 
doing everything they could to fulfil the plan (which implied that they 
could not be expected to work more without additional pay): 

We invested much in the improvement of political-ideological work in our en-
terprise, which helped our employees to better understand and apply the princi-
ple of the unity of politics and the economy. This manifested itself in the willing-
ness of the workers to sacrifice their individual interests for the interests of the 
collective, and they did everything in order to realize the 1968 plan, as well as to 
fulfil the prerequisites for the successful realization of the 1969 plan. We could 
not, however, achieve this difficult goal, despite the outstanding performance of 
our employees. Even though we had good enterprise results, there are a huge 
number of unmet orders, the production of articles that are in demand, etc.150

The ‘battle’ was fought at the level of ideology, rather than at the front 
of production, and despite its military rhetoric, the party in fact took care 
not to anger the workers too much. The factory party leadership ener-
getically objected to the polite hint that the Zeiss-collective was capable 
of higher performance; they immediately pointed out that people had 
already gone to their limits, and it was not their fault that the plan could 
not have been fulfilled. This situation did not change during the last years 
of Gallerach’s management, and neither did the rhetoric of the party. In 
1970, the following problems were singled out, which show that Gal-
lerach was not in an enviable situation during this period:

The main obstacle to the fulfilment of the 1970 plan is the continual produc-
tion stoppages, and because of that we cannot fulfil the export plan in time. 
Today the VEB Carl Zeiss Jena is one of the largest debtors among the enter-
prises of the people’s economy, which causes sensitive losses both to the peo-
ple’s economy of the republic and to other socialist countries. It is true that by 
31 March 1970 we over-fulfilled industrial production by 4 million Marks but 
there are significant arrears of exports, and the enterprise cannot fulfil all of its 
orders by the given deadline. In sum, we have to conclude that our war plan, 
to make up arrears of the plan, has not been realized. Our political-ideological 
work, from the managing director down, is targeted at the following prob-
lems, which hinder the realization of the programme: the fight against out-
dated methods and the comfort of mediocrity; mistakes that are characteristic 
of many managers who are unable to identify themselves with the objectives. 
They explain everything by ‘objective’ difficulties and they always look for 
excuses for why a given task cannot be solved instead of pondering how they 
can mobilize every reserve for the solution of the problem, using purposeful 
information and education of the employees. Another problem is that some of 
the managers narrow-mindedly deal with their small fields only and they don’t 
have an overview of the whole production process. Because of this, the indi-
vidual plants often only shift the responsibility for the delay to each other.151 
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Since the consultation with the party organs was chiefly limited to the 
repetition of the same phrases, it is at best doubtful how it helped Gal-
lerach in his fight to introduce the principles of the new economic man-
agement into the factory.

The above, ‘friendly’ reprimand was already a sign of the declining 
authority of the managing director, which was further undermined by 
the failure of the enterprise to execute a project for delivery to the Soviet 
Union by the deadline. The affair forced Gallerach to give a self-critical 
speech in front of the district party leadership:

We have done significant damage to the Soviet Union because we could not 
find a satisfactory solution to the problem of the E-system. The GDR has 
always distinguished itself as a reliable partner of the Soviet Union. Our be-
haviour undermined this confidence, seriously threatening the reputation of 
the VEB Carl Zeiss Jena in the Soviet Union. We have to admit that we un-
derestimated the difficulty of the task, we badly managed the project, and we 
failed to mobilize the resources of the VEB Carl Zeiss Jena in order to solve 
this problem.152 

Gallerach and the first secretary of the factory party organization estab-
lished a routine of diplomatically reporting bad news because the enter-
prise, as had already been predicted, failed to fulfil its 1970 plan:

Even though the base organizations have their own action plans, in many places 
we lack clear analysis and a fighting spirit. We decided to fulfil the tasks by the 
end of the year. Meanwhile it clearly turned out that we cannot meet the ex-
port targets and cut production costs. The managers explain many problems 
through external factors and they talk much less of the tasks that need to be 
solved within the enterprise such as shift work, the improvement of labour 
productivity, etc. The common battle programme of the IKL153 and the top 
management helped us to achieve good results in the plants where the mana- 
gers themselves took the lead and they honestly informed the employees of our 
real situation. Despite the measures we introduced, we could not, however, 
fulfil 50 per cent of the annual plan in every field. We achieved 49.8 per cent in 
industrial production, 40.7 per cent in export, and the general enterprise result 
was 42.3 per cent. The export arrears amounted to 38.3 million Marks.154 

The national leadership was concerned about Zeiss’s poor performance. 
A report at the end of the year expressed even stronger criticism than 
before, blaming the entire management of the enterprise for the repeated 
failures. It is also remarkable that the report stressed the responsibility of 
the top personnel, particularly when we take into account the fact that 
Gallerach’s mission was to reform the management of the enterprise ac-
cording to the principles of the NES: 
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The export plan was not fulfilled mainly because of the mistakes of manage-
ment. These mistakes are the following: deficiencies in the professional quali-
fications of management, and their Marxist–Leninist organizational work; 
failure to realize democratic centralism; chaos in management, lax discipline, 
a lenient, and sometimes careless working style; formalism in the manage-
ment of the socialist labour competition. Efforts to improve labour organiza-
tion have not yet ensured continuous production. It takes too much time to 
solve problems, even with the help of electronic data processing. The result 
is that production stoppages alone caused losses of 50 million Marks in the 
instrument plant. Why? The reasons are that they could not set the technical 
parameters that were negotiated with the Soviet partner; the central plants did 
not allow for sufficient capacity; there was not enough cooperation between 
the producers of the various optical components; we could not solve the mate-
rial supply problems; the prefabricating and mounting plants performed very 
poorly (they under-fulfilled the plan by 550,000 hours). The labour plan was 
likewise not realized. 

In respect of the workers, it was reported that the construction at 
Göschwitz and automation significantly improved working conditions, 
but despite that, some of the workers – mainly women – refused to work 
more shifts, ‘which can be explained by objective reasons: there are not 
enough nurseries and kindergartens. Today we keep a record of 492 ap-
plications from women who would be willing to take up their work again 
in the enterprise if they could solve their child-care problems.’155 The 
aspects of class struggle were not, however, forgotten even in this critical 
situation: the report stressed that all information was collected about the 
representation of the ‘West German pseudo-enterprise’ Oberkochen at 
the Bucharest international fair.156

Despite the enterprise’s difficult situation, Gallerach might have re-
ceived one more chance to ‘prove himself worthy’ of the trust of the 
central party leadership, had it not been for the weakening of Ulbricht’s 
position, which strengthened the political attacks against him. At the be-
ginning of 1971 the first secretary of the factory party organization sent 
a personal letter to the district party secretary, in which he criticized the 
political work of the managing director: 

Today we have to face a number of ideological problems. In my judgement, 
the managers and colleagues of the departments of research, development and 
foreign trade even today do not understand that what we need here primar-
ily is achievement and efficiency. The elections especially showed us that the 
employees do not have the fundamental information to engage with economic 
plans, and management were therefore unable to ensure that the VEB Carl 
Zeiss met the higher expectations that followed from the policy of the party.157 
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The district party secretary finished a speech he gave to the rest of the lo-
cal party leadership in similar terms: ‘we have a number of base organiza-
tions, which are busy with production tasks only, while they forget about 
their actual task, the political leadership of the people’.158 This – at least in 
the light of the criticism that the chief manager received from the central 
party leadership159 – could have been addressed to Gallerach as well. 

The economic results of the enterprise were not better in 1971 than in 
the year before, so the first secretary of the IKL did not need to ponder 
much over his report:

Despite this positive development, we think that the factory – under the pres-
ent conditions of efficiency and production capacity – cannot satisfy the de-
mands of the people’s economy of the GDR for scientific instruments. We 
simply cannot meet the demands of the country as stipulated by the party for 
the period between 1971 and 1974, despite the fact that we have increased 
production of industrial goods because we have to make up export arrears and 
have to fulfil our earlier obligations. Our big problem is labour shortage: in 
1971 we need 1,708 full-time employees, mainly skilled workers and college 
graduates. The secretariat does everything in order to mobilize every reserve 
in the neighbourhood, to win over new people and to decrease the present 4 
per cent of fluctuation to 2 per cent. In addition, we are trying to make sett-
ling in the city attractive for the newcomers. We would like the city council to 
open more nurseries and kindergartens so that the VEB Carl Zeiss can fully 
exploit the local workforce.160

Gallerach’s eventual removal was decided at a higher political level than 
the local party leadership because the enterprise belonged to the central 
administration of state industry. At the beginning of 1970 the Central 
Committee sent a commission to investigate the situation of the enter-
prise. Their report strongly criticized the managing director and it stated 
that the VEB Carl Zeiss Jena failed to fulfil its obligations to the party and 
the government, which vested the enterprise with tremendous responsi-
bility.161 Linguistic creativity was not one of the strengths of East Ger-
man party jargon; the charge that economic tasks took precedence over 
political work was part of the rhetoric of the generalized attack against 
the reformers. It is worth adding that in this respect the criticism of the 
district first secretary that he stated in public – namely, that several party 
organizations ‘neglected’ the political education of employees – clearly 
showed the conflicts within the party, because no other negative phenom-
ena in party life was ever mentioned in his later speeches.

Despite the fact that when we compare Gallerach’s statements with 
the situation in Hungary, one may harbour doubts as to his liberalism, 
his deeds often seem to contradict the military rhetoric, which shows that 
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the reform era in the GDR was characterized by tension. Firstly, it is re-
markable that despite the repeated failures, criticisms and self-criticisms, 
there was no change in the people managing, neither were such proposals 
ever made in writing: the party organizations aimed to ‘re-educate’ the 
managers who lacked the necessary combative spirit, rather than remove 
them. When the enterprise disappointed even its Soviet client, Gallerach 
admitted the failure in a self-critical speech, but the affair had no serious 
long-term consequences – the managing director was dismissed after Ul-
bricht’s resignation and not because of his professional mistakes. A similar 
point of tension could be seen in the complaint that the January results of 
the socialist labour competition were published in June only; if something 
like this could have happened under strict party discipline, then we have 
to assume that this discipline was not that strict at all. While the rhetoric 
of the party did not spare the management, the workers received totally 
different treatment: no one blamed them for a shortfall in production – 
on the contrary, the factory party organization took their side, increasing 
workers’ wages at a time when the Zeiss factory was at its least successful 
in fulfilling the plan. If we compare this with the fact that the reform had 
been originally launched with a wage freeze, we have to conclude that 
the party was forced to give significant material concessions to workers.162

The reform era can therefore be regarded as a period of experimenta-
tion. Even though we cannot speak of political liberalization, it is remark-
able that discontent among the workers – and sometimes even the rather 
negative criticism of actually existing socialism – was sincerely reported to 
higher bodies. The question of ‘what do we get out of socialism?’ and the 
comments regarding the formal role of the workers in enterprise manage-
ment (the lack of information about production plans and plan-related 
tasks) were, at any rate, not linked to the economic reform, and they re-
vealed that there was more substantial and deep-rooted criticism of state 
socialism among the workers, than a concentration on their anger at short-
ages might suggest. It remains, of course, a theoretical question how far the 
reform – had it been continued – would have addressed these criticisms, 
or how far it would have engaged workers in decision making. It was, at 
any rate, a merit of the reform era – particularly when compared to the 
‘consolidated’ Honecker regime – that these questions at least emerged, 
and there was a kind of dialogue between the party and the working class. 

Planning the Impossible? An Investigation in the Instrument Plant 
While the above part of this chapter examined the effects of reform on 
the factory management, this next part is an attempt to examine working-
class attitudes during the period, using the minute books of an investiga-
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tion conducted in the instrument plant. It has to be admitted that there 
is not much information about the everyday lives of workers in the party 
documents of the period: the materials of the Konfliktkommission163 have 
been lost and letters of complaint164 that survived in large numbers mainly 
addressed the housing problem of the employees or the latter asking the 
managing director to alleviate their unbearable living conditions. A large 
number of factory party organization documents are simply statistical re-
ports; from the 1970s onwards, these materials were not even transferred 
to the provincial archive. 

The surviving minute books of the 1969 investigation constitute a 
unique set of sources because, in complete contrast to other party ma-
terials from the period, they speak of the problems of the relationship 
between the party and the workers. The investigation was conducted by 
a commission that the party appointed to examine the situation in the 
instrument plant, which produced strikingly bad results. The managing 
director also criticized the poor performance of this plant in a speech in 
front of the factory party leadership.165 The members of the commission 
visited several departments and they talked with many people in different 
positions, from managers to workers. The minute books obviously give no 
information about the conditions in which the conversations were held; it 
is, however, remarkable that workers and grass-roots party members furi-
ously criticized their managers, whom they charged with incompetence 
and even with the deception of their superiors. It is interesting that, by 
comparison, contemporary party documents from Győr-Sopron county 
reported that the workers were afraid to criticize managers because they 
thought that the party could not protect even those who made justified 
criticism from managerial retribution. According to the minute books, 
workers in the instrument plant were not afraid to criticize their superiors 
and the deficiencies that they experienced in terms of the organization 
of labour – this was all the more remarkable because their criticism was 
targeted at precisely that system which tolerated such absurdities in the 
production. The inquiry in the turners’ shop, for instance, concluded: 
‘The workers think that it is impossible to work properly under these con-
ditions. The instructions are being changed from one day to the next, and 
they often completely contradict each other. The plan tasks do not at all 
correspond to the regular norms, which are always changed.’166 Workers 
in the turners’ shop had a low opinion of their party leaders: 

The APO-leaders167 and the party groups summon people to regular meetings 
where they say nice things to us, but nothing happens afterwards. Nobody 
feels the fighting atmosphere that they speak so much about. Neither are the 
meetings of the party groups of a particularly high standard. At these meetings 
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officials and the state leaders speak only, workers never make any comments. 
The reasons lie in the fact that many comrades think here that nothing will 
change, everything will stay the same.168

What makes the comments especially interesting is that the workers told 
them to members of a commission that was created by the party. In East 
German party documents we hardly meet any sign of open criticism: such 
open formulations of the differences between officials and workers were 
unthinkable under the Honecker regime. The contrast between ideologi-
cal language and the social experience of workers often resulted in inten-
tional or accidental irony: the phrase – ‘the reasons lie in the fact’ – was 
one of the favourite expressions in party documents. A similar contrast 
can be found in some of Gallerach’s statements: while he complained that 
there was no discipline in the instrument plant and the managers did what 
they wanted,169 here it was the workers who revealed that the ideology 
of the regime had no basis on reality, and that the party meetings were 
no place for workers to express their opinions. If, however, this criticism 
was voiced at all in the presence of a party commission, we, nevertheless, 
have to assume that ideological discipline loosened during the reform era.

This argument is strengthened by the fact that the investigation detected 
several other ‘ideological deficiencies’, which reveal much of the tense rela-
tionship between the party and the workers, including the practice of sim-
ply thrusting party membership involuntarily on workers. They reported:

We can experience serious ideological deficiencies in many respects; for ex-
ample, we have permanent disputes with many comrades over the payment 
of party dues. Let’s take, for instance, the case of comrade X, who has been 
employed as a turner in Zeiss for over a year. Already in January it turned out 
that he paid only 2.5 Marks instead of 11.85. In this month he should pay 
17 Marks. The comrades tried to appeal to his better nature every day. In the 
beginning, he wanted to pay 3 Marks only and now he maintains he won’t pay 
a penny. Even though he joined the party, he is free to terminate his member-
ship whenever he wants to.170 

Here we can also detect some – probably unintentional – irony, because 
people usually represented certain opinions in party documents. Much is 
revealed about ideological discipline by the fact that the worker did not 
budge on the question of paying party dues, despite daily exhortations to 
do so, and he even spoke of his intention to resign from the party. If the 
party group still considered it necessary to stress how much they invested 
in persuading comrade X (who had not paid the full party dues at the 
beginning of his membership), then it seems that the party had a greater 
need for workers than workers had for the party.
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Workers’ criticism of management was not only – or not primarily – 
targeted at the general lack of interest of the managers in workers’ opin-
ions, but workers directly addressed the perceived professional incompe-
tence of their superiors. Turners, for example, argued that management 
had bought two turner’s lathes, which had very high outputs, without 
asking the turners’ shop if these machines could be used: ‘One of the ma-
chines has been at a standstill ever since in the hardening shop, which is 
frequently discussed among the workers. They don’t understand whether 
the management is completely incompetent or whether it is outright sab-
otage.’171 One member of the party leadership of the base organization, 
who worked in the mill shop, commented that the machine cost a lot of 
hard currency, which was wasted, and because of the increased time spent 
with maintenance and production stoppages, the norms changed, too. 
He frequently criticized the managers for disregarding workers’ opinions, 
and he even analysed the machines in his shop in support of his criti-
cism.172 Of course, it cannot be determined in retrospect how much the 
workers shared the opinion of the party leader, but he did have some 
support, as was shown by the results of the investigation in the other 
plants that there were problems with labour organization and the supply 
of material: ‘There are always breaks in production because there is not 
enough material, chiefly casting, and they cannot arrange for the right 
piece on the machine at the right time.’ While opponents of reform criti-
cized managers for neglecting party work because they were allegedly too 
busy with economic tasks, the workers, on the contrary, thought their 
leaders were occupied too much with ideological work that they regarded 
as unproductive: ‘People complain everywhere that leading officials, in-
cluding the leaders of every social organization, can hardly be seen on the 
shop floor.’173 Even though such criticism mitigated the social difference 
between worker and official, it revealed that the workers did not hold 
ideological work to be work at all.174 

The situation of the East German managers, on whom political pres-
sure was much higher than the workers, cannot be called enviable. Ac-
cording to the minute books, one economist (who was a member of the 
party) of the instrument plant apparently suffered from nerves, and while 
he talked with the members of the commission he could not hold back his 
tears. His testimony revealed that managers overlooked several irregulari-
ties in order to appease the workers: 

They do not keep 33 per cent of the technological working plans, and the 
norms are changed on 25 per cent of the wage sheets. In the grinding shop 
they keep to the official norms in three cases out of one hundred. The result is 
that the wages are rocketing, there are workers who bring home 1,400 Marks. 
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In the distribution department, they do not keep to 15 per cent of the official 
norms. The colleagues represent the opinion that an economist who comes 
from outside cannot understand their calculations, because he does not know 
their work. This is unambiguously an ideological problem. In this respect, 
comrade Z commented that this department is a state within the state. 

At the same time the economist confirmed workers’ statements that there 
were not enough professionals among the middle management: 

They don’t keep to the deadlines to deliver orders and fulfil contracts, and 
neither can they manage the supply of material properly. The instrument plant 
failed to solve the professional and political training of the middle manage-
ment and therefore they are not in the position to be able to solve everyday 
tasks. Everything has to be decided from above, that’s why everybody is over-
burdened at the top. My job is to patch up holes while new ones are created 
all the time.

In his testimony the economist also declared that ‘the instrument plant 
has not fulfilled the plan for eight years and many colleagues doubt 
whether it is possible at all to meet their targets’. The management had 
given significant material concessions to the workers, for labour costs had 
just increased by 48 per cent.175

The conversation with the technical manager of the instrument plant 
fundamentally reinforced the information provided by the economist. 
The manager said that there was widespread scepticism among people. 
Workers did not understand why they had not fulfilled their plan for eight 
years running, despite constant overtime and weekend work. With re-
spect to the rocketing wages, the manager commented that there were 
no concrete work plans in the grinding and mounting shops, and this 
explained high average wages. Direct production managers did not want 
conflict with the workers; consequently they always consented to infor-
mal wage rises. The technical manager added that the direct production 
managers did not have sufficient respect for the workers, because they 
frequently earned less than them.176 He also complained about mana- 
gers’ workloads: according to his information every ‘professional’ man-
ager spent at least 12 to 14 hours a day in the plant in order to cope with 
their daily tasks.177 One member of the party leadership of the base organ-
ization mentioned concrete cases when direct production managers had 
not had the necessary qualifications, for example, in the grinding shop 
‘35 per cent of the technological documents are false’ and ‘despite every 
instruction, the colleagues themselves write their own time sheets’.178 

According to workers in the polishing workshop, the management act-
ed hurriedly and inconsistently, and they kept on changing instructions.
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The workers know that there are shortfalls in plan fulfilment, but they don’t 
know of a common project, which would clearly tell everybody what they 
should do in order to work better. Therefore everybody wants only to finish 
his work as quickly as possible and they let the brigadier or the direct produc-
tion manager do the calculations. The most important ideological obstacle 
is the extra shift, particularly because there are many women workers, who 
refuse to work in shifts because of their household duties. That’s why we have 
no special programme for how the workshop can make up the shortfall.179 

Furthermore, the brigadier of the brigade named after the ‘Sixth Con-
gress’ did not attend party meetings, which the commission could not 
leave without comment: ‘how can someone lead a brigade without party 
information?’180 The brigadier listed the following problems in the work-
shop in his reply: ‘poor supplies of materials; too much additional work; 
in the old times they produced for stores, which is not the case today; the 
brigade plan is too high; trainees without sufficient work experience were 
put on the job; the responsible managers come to the workshop only 
if they need extra shifts. All of these are factors that make it impossible 
for us to realize the plan.’ In addition, the brigadier called attention to 
the fact that the ‘Sixth Congress’ brigade undertook eight hundred extra 
hours alongside the twelve hundred that they had already accomplished. 
He also spoke of his problems concerning party-work in the brigade: 
out of the eleven members of the brigade only two were members of 
the party, and when they asked three workers to be candidates, they re-
fused, saying that party membership would mean too much extra work 
for them.181 The investigation in the mill shop revealed similar phenom-
ena: the workers complained that they could not work continuously be-
cause the components the plant had received were not of the right size, 
and the supply of material was inconsistent. According to the workers the 
managers underestimated the time needed for preparatory work; at the 
same time they naively revealed that they received higher pay themselves. 
Workers in the mill shop denounced the ‘Sixth Congress’ brigade as well: 
it turned out that they undertook weekend work instead of the second 
shift only because it was better paid by the enterprise. With respect to 
party life, the mill shop could not boast of better results than the ‘Sixth 
Congress’ brigade: their workers likewise did not hold regular party meet-
ings. There were evidently more ‘ideological problems’: the meetings of 
the party leadership of the base organization were often not recorded and 
the campaign plan for the elections of 1969 was ‘nowhere to be found’. 
According to the information of many grass-roots members the secretary 
of the base organization was hardly ever seen in the workshops: in the 
previous year he attended the mill shop only once even though he was 
invited many times to come.182
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The employees criticized the results of the factory in other fields as well. 
Even though they worked a lot on the E-system, their effort did not bear 
fruit: ‘The employees keep on asking whether their work makes sense if 
there is an ever-increasing deficit in respect of the plan.’ The plant’s technical  
manager laconically commented that Zeiss was promised fifty designers, who 
eventually did not come because the enterprise could not give them flats. The 
managers, he argued, could not be expected to maintain discipline if they 
did not have the means. He, for example, once cut the wages of three direct 
production managers because they did not fulfil the plan, but he refused to 
do it again because of his experiences with the Labour Court.183 One party 
leader of the base organization of the plant also criticized bureaucracy; ‘the 
contracts often travel 1 km between the various offices of the plant, and he 
knows of examples when contracts simply got lost during their trip. Accor-
ding to him, the various offices that are scattered around the area of the plant 
should be moved to one floor, which would already be an achievement.’184

The investigation also revealed that transferred goods had been falsely 
recorded in the accounts of the enterprise since 1959, and this practice was 
known to the entire party leadership of the plant. Thus, the goods were 
reported to be completed and transferred if little work or minor parts were 
missing that could have been completed before the 10th day of the fol-
lowing month. According to one of the managers, such manipulation was 
forgivable in every instrument plant. He explained the difficulties of pro-
duction through the lack of technicians: while worldwide there were eight 
technicians to every one hundred workers, in the GDR there were only four 
per every hundred. In 1966, the plant only employed twenty technicians; by 
1969 their number had increased by 70–80 per cent but there were still fifty 
designers missing, who did not come because of a lack of housing.185 One 
member of the party leadership went as far as to argue that the political pres-
sure from above forced the management of the plant into this manipulation: 

The managers are expected to do everything and even more than they can in 
order to keep the red star burning. When we give our preliminary estimates for 
the plan, they frequently refuse to accept them and they demand 2–3 millions 
more. The managers have no choice but to consent to the plans even if the 
prerequisites are missing. According to comrade D the missing prerequisites 
are the responsibility of the central management. One example: the hardening 
shop was closed in the main plant half a year ago, while the new shop will open 
only now in the southern plant. The production of a number of plants, includ-
ing the instrument plant, does, however, depend on the hardening shop and 
since we don’t get the work pieces because the workshop is closed, we cannot 
complete our products. This is just one example out of many similar cases. Ac-
cording to comrade D this has nothing to do with planning; chaos is centrally 
organized and then the responsibility is shifted onto the individual plants.186 
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Another party leader evaluated the meetings of the party leadership simi-
larly to the workers: ‘A lot of talk without much being decided. There is 
no point making comments, let alone criticize something, because the 
state leaders are always right. Nothing will change here, the party leader-
ship readily agrees to everything that the manager of the plant decides.’187 
With respect to the relationship between the party and the factory it is 
worth quoting the summary of comrade W, who singled out the follow-
ing problems in the plant:

Part of the workforce believes that socialism has been already realized and 
now people can have a rest, but they should get their rightful reward; many 
colleagues work conscientiously because of their old loyalty to Zeiss, but not because 
of political consciousness or in the defence of a political standpoint on the basis 
of their class category;188 since the collective could not fulfil the plan for eight 
years, many of our colleagues have doubts about our economic policy – they 
think that the requirements are too high and it is impossible to fulfil the plan; 
many direct production managers are unfamiliar with the technical regulations 
and they can’t keep discipline (bad norms, rocketing wages, etc.).189

Many negative comments can be explained through bad economic results 
in the instrument plant, and it is likewise not surprising that while the wor-
kers blamed the management, the managers attempted to shift the respon-
sibility onto the centre as far as they could. The conversations with people 
in indifferent positions did, however, reinforce the two central arguments 
of the chapter. The first argument is that the regime had a pronounced 
policy towards the workers, which manifested itself not only in ideology 
– there was, for instance, no attempt to shift the responsibility for failure 
onto workers – but the managers offered several material concessions to the 
workers, and they indeed overlooked ‘minor’ irregularities in wage calcula-
tion, which suggests that the bargaining position of the workers was not 
at all bad in the plant. Production stoppages, which were the consequence 
of raw material shortage, meant not only extra work but also extra money 
for workers, because they received good pay for weekend work. Because 
of shortages of technicians, managers undoubtedly needed the experi-
enced skilled workers, and this probably explains why they overlooked the 
subversion of the official wage system. It can be argued that even though 
the workers could not participate meaningfully in the management of the 
plant, they were more successful in persuading the management to recog-
nize their economic demands. That is why the factory gave workers a pay 
increase, even when the enterprise had very poor plan results.

The second argument is that the party was forced to give small political 
concessions to workers – despite militant rhetoric and inflexible dogma-
tism – where worker party members did not pay party dues, or regular 
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party meetings were not held. The Zeiss enterprise was, of course, not a 
‘typical’ communist factory: it was argued that because of the special so-
cial policy of the enterprise the majority of workers had been disappointed 
with the nationalization of their factory. The investigation in the instru-
ment plant suggests that much of the distrust (or outright antipathy) of 
the workers towards the party persisted, and the factory party organiza-
tion had to beg workers to join the party. Yet one cannot place too much 
weight on this, for the Zeiss factory was never a communist stronghold. 
Party membership was not necessarily advantageous for workers, and as 
the Hungarian party secretary maintained, it was not an existential ques-
tion for them.190 Frequently voiced criticism that state leaders were not 
interested in workers’ opinions, at any rate, revealed that there was a 
pronounced difference between the workers and officials – or at least the 
workers regarded this difference as pronounced. It is worth stressing that 
such criticism or rather, any kind of criticism of the party could be de-
tected very rarely in the East German party documents, and indeed they 
disappeared entirely with the consolidation of the Honecker regime. If 
people were not afraid to make these comments in front of members of 
a party commission, then the party was more responsive to criticism dur-
ing the reform era than it became later. This is supported not only by the 
surprisingly open statements of grass-roots party members, but also that 
of the party leaders. The comment that the managers were expected to 
keep the red star burning at any price did not really demonstrate that the 
party was respected. Often older Zeissianers identified themselves more 
with the factory than with abstract categories like the working class in the 
way that official propaganda promoted it. If leaders voiced such heretical 
thoughts, then it seems that some signs of liberalization appeared within 
the party during this period, and people started to believe that they could 
express their opinions even in the rigid climate of the GDR.

The End of the Experiment
The over-ambitious taut plans of the last years of the reform undoubtedly 
increased shortages of consumer goods, and they deepened the divisions 
within the party. The opponents of reform referred not only to events in 
Czechoslovakia, but also to the mounting discontent of the population, 
which was reflected in information reports from the whole of the Gera 
district. In addition, the signs of liberalization within the party worried 
hardliners; at least the frequently repeated phrase that some party or-
ganizations and managers neglected the ideological leadership of collec-
tive and political work points in this direction. Workers’ discontent was 
undoubtedly exploited to settle political differences, but the surprisingly 
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informative sources (as compared to those of the Honecker regime) sug-
gest that during the period of economic experimentation the party indeed 
sought to widen the boundaries of officially permitted discourse, instead 
of relying exclusively on repression.

One reason why it is difficult to judge how open this discourse could 
be is that, in comparison with the Hungarian sources, in the GDR the 
party found it difficult to engage the ‘masses’ in a dialogue on any level 
at all. Frightened of the prospect of economic chaos, the East German 
leadership did not dare to take the risk of further experimentation while 
Ulbricht insisted on the full implementation of the NES. His resignation 
put an end to the East German reform attempt and – with Honecker’s 
takeover – the possibility of a meaningful social dialogue was closed off. 
In the light of the rigid ideological dogmatism that became increasing-
ly characteristic of the party from the 1970s onwards (where the party 
leaders from year to year repeated the very same phrases – interspersed 
with the ‘compulsory’ quotations from Marxist classics), it is illuminat-
ing to recall a meeting of the district party leadership, which was held to 
consider resolutions from the Eighth Party Congress. The meeting was 
attended by Professor Kurt Hager, a member of the Politbüro. In his 
concluding speech the guest admitted the failure of the party’s economic 
policy, and he actually gave a critical evaluation of the situation that was 
in sharp contrast to the usual triumphalist reports that abounded in East 
German party materials. ‘We cannot provide the population with a regu-
lar supply of drinks, bakery products and various industrial goods such 
as electrical products, house wares, furniture, heaters, sewing machines, 
baby carriages, and table wares’, he admitted. He continued: 

We cannot satisfy the demand for these articles. I won’t even mention the 
shoes now – the problem came up yesterday during a conversation and I think 
that you know much more about the topic in this district than I do. This 
means that the struggle that we continue in order to fulfil the plan targets for 
consumer goods’ industries and services, so that we can provide the popula-
tion a continuous supply of consumer goods, is the fundamental and decisive 
question of our work today. We have to provide for the stable and continuous 
supply of people with basic food products, fruits, greengrocery, daily con-
sumer goods, children’s clothes and spare parts; in short, we have to satisfy the 
needs of population, that is the main question and task that we have to face 
today. And, comrades, I consciously declare here, in front of the district party 
leadership, that the success of the Eighth Party Congress depends on how we 
can realize this task. 

Despite his admission of increasing shortages of consumer goods, the pro-
fessor made one more attempt to illustrate the advantages of decentraliza-
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tion precisely using the example of shoes that he had already mentioned 
in his speech: ‘In the Schäfer shoe factory of Erfurt, for instance, it is the 
responsibility of the management and the workers to decide what sort of 
shoes they produce and not that of the Ministry of Light Industry.’ The 
rapid increase in consumption could not, however, be reconciled with 
Ulbricht’s structural policy, which sought to increase investment first.

In the light of East German ideological discipline it is not surprising 
that no one spoke of the fall of the reform, or the resignation of Ulbricht 
– local sources carefully avoided these topics even later. In order to relax 
the mood, Professor Hager did, however, tell a story of one of his factory 
visits, which, even though it may be somewhat naïve ideologically, re-
vealed that at that time the workers were very ‘realistically’ present in the 
policy of the party, while under the Honecker regime the ‘working class’ 
became only an abstract category of reference and a basis of legitimacy: 

Comrades, I visited a micro-electronics factory six or eight weeks ago, where I 
stood in the place of one of the workers and my back started aching. I asked the 
workers how they can work in this horrible draught, and besides, there was an 
awful noise in the workshop. And today I learn from the conversation with the 
comrades that they could not yet solve the problem in the factory! But comrades, 
this is a very serious problem, here we are building a modern factory, and in this 
plant there are mainly women workers, who mostly have to sit – am I right? – and 
the poor creatures have to sit in this horrible draught and noise during the whole 
day. I ask you, comrades: are there no technologists and engineers in this plant, 
who could solve this problem? Do we have to wait for a quarter of a year, or even 
more until it can be arranged? Surely, one can find enough reasons or explana-
tions but I think that if we have such modern factories, where labour productivity 
is 100 per cent or even higher, we should provide for normal living and working 
conditions for the employees so that they don’t contract rheumatism for the rest 
of their lives and instead they’ll feel comfortable in their workplace.191 

The story could be of course conscious propaganda, but even then it is 
striking that the highest party leadership considered it necessary to dem-
onstrate that they had the workers’ welfare at heart, and besides, the idea 
of emancipation also received a pronounced role in the professor’s nar-
rative. The story in fact illustrates exactly the opposite of the view that 
the party was never interested in the welfare of the working class: even at 
the highest party forums the leaders felt it important to demonstrate that 
they were conscious of the difficulties of a working-class life, and they did 
not forget ‘where they had come from’. They also had to demonstrate 
that the emancipation of the working class did not disappear from the 
political agenda of the party, which shows that the goals of the old labour 
movement still meant a living tradition for the party leaders of the 1960s.
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With the consolidation of the Honecker regime it was not only criti-
cism that disappeared from the sources, but any debate of the role of the 
workers did, too. It is, at any rate, difficult to judge how far the party 
would have been responsive to further criticism and how they would have 
addressed problems that went beyond the shortage of consumer goods. 
Since increased criticism within the party was characteristic of the last 
years of the NES, it is difficult to tell to what extent there was a real 
chance for a process of radical renewal within the party. The SED was 
even less willing to renounce repression than the Hungarian MSZMP; 
and democratization would have been a precondition of any attempt to 
reformulate the political relationship between the party and the working 
class. It is, of course, a question of to what extent democratization was 
a viable alternative under the given historical conditions. The Hungar-
ian example shows that even if democratic socialism was not an option, 
the building of socialism with a ‘more human face’ was possible, even in 
a country which was economically and socially more backward than the 
GDR. By comparing the achievement of Kádár and Honecker, the latter 
received a more negative judgement from the East German workers I 
interviewed. In the context and political realities of the Cold War and po-
litical dependence on the Soviet Union, the Hungarian party leadership 
– and Kádár personally – succeeded in bringing Hungary closer to the 
‘West’ than the industrially more developed East Germany. And this was 
precisely how the East German workers remembered the two countries.

1968 and the Working Class: The East German and 
Hungarian Experience

The surviving East German and Hungarian documents do not enable a 
systematic comparison in every field – although a conscious attempt was 
made to reflect on the ‘leniency’ of the Hungarian party organizations, 
which the East German delegates criticized and the differences of a criti-
cal public that was still tolerated in the two countries. There were also 
important differences in the trajectories of the economic reform: the East 
German NES concentrated only on the reform of enterprise management 
and it sought to increase competition among state-owned enterprises, 
whereas the Hungarian reform-minded economists attempted to extend 
the private sector and they even considered a careful property reform. 
These differences determined the working-class reception of the reform 
in the two countries. 

There were other, historically determined differences in the industri-
alization and working-class formation of the two countries. Innovation 
and the state support of research also ranked high among the Hungarian 
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reform plans. Rába financed an innovation centre and a technical library, 
which were both nationally renowned, and there were even plans to up-
grade the technical college of Győr to a university. This plan was eventu-
ally not realized; neither can we compare the research financed by the 
Wagon Factory with the great research centre and educated personnel of 
Zeiss (and in Jena we can also find the famous Friedrich Schiller Univer-
sity). Pre-war Germany was famous for its science and research universi-
ties, which received generous state support. Ulbricht’s plan to base the 
future welfare of the East German people on the export achievements of 
the strategic sectors, where the GDR was supposed to be a world-leading 
exporter, was therefore compatible with the German tradition of indus-
trial development.

The relative economic backwardness of Hungary could be also ob-
served in the survival of the specific group of ‘worker-peasants’, who 
lived in the villages and participated in both industrial and agricultural 
activities. This group, as we have seen earlier in the section ‘Downgrad-
ing the Working Class?’, were held to be part of the peasantry in the eyes 
of the urban working class. The ‘worker-peasants’ were also regarded as 
less educated and less interested in working-class culture, community and 
party life than urban workers. The low- and mid-level functionaries also 
thought that the ‘village people’ were politically backward, and influ-
enced by the church. In the rural areas of Győr-Sopron county, peasants 
were traditionally hostile to communists, and the forced collectivization 
of the 1950s only worsened this relationship. It is therefore important to 
stress that the political culture of the ‘worker-peasants’ significantly dif-
fered from that of the urban working class.

This first part of the book has sought to give a picture ‘from below’ 
of how workers responded to the economic reform in the two countries. 
In both cases we can speak of ambiguous working-class reactions to the 
party’s attempt to increase economic efficiency and introduce more in-
centives into the system. The reform divided the party, and both sides 
– the orthodox communists and the reformers – felt it necessary to raise 
popular support. The fact that the party sought to initiate a social dia-
logue and extend the scope of a critical public is of great importance. 
With the closing of the reform era, as we will see in the next parts of the 
book, the party no longer felt a need of a social dialogue – until the po-
litical collapse of the regime when the working class refused to accept the 
party as a conversation partner. After the 1960s, there was effectively no 
more dialogue between the party and the working class. In the GDR the 
political repression that was characteristic of the Honecker regime until 
the end of the state prevented any dialogue between workers and party 
functionaries, whereas in Hungary the process of ‘petit bourgeoisement’, 
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which the party held to be the basis of the political compromise with the 
working class, increasingly constructed people as consumers and under-
mined the credibility of class ideology. Besides, the party leaders were 
themselves convinced that workers do not have a real need to have a say 
in politics; if they can earn extra money in the private sector, they would 
happily leave the important decisions to their leaders. The fact that in the 
1960s critical working-class opinions were voiced in public forums should 
therefore be evaluated as an important result.

The social dialogue entailed the opportunity of bringing the party 
closer to the working class. Before discussing the results of this social dia-
logue, an attempt is made to compare the scale and content of working-
class criticism in the GDR and Hungary. Workers in both countries went 
far in their criticism of the economic reform – certainly to the limit of the 
party’s tolerance in the GDR where we can no longer meet such open 
criticism at public forums. The harsh criticism that was documented in 
the district was undoubtedly exploited by the hardliners, who opposed 
the economic reform. This partly explains the willingness of local party 
functionaries to report working-class criticism to the high party leader-
ship. In the reform era the party leadership was more open to criticism 
than in Honecker’s welfare dictatorship; furthermore, power relations 
and the relationship between the party and the working class was also 
more flexible. 

The most important common characteristic of the two case studies is 
that the period of economic reform spoilt the ‘established’ political con-
sensus, and even within the party there was a search for alternatives. As 
part of this political struggle, the party widened the social dialogue with 
the working class. Concerning the nature and content of working-class 
criticism of the economic reform, I single out three main similarities. 
Firstly, the working class widely responded to the dialogue that the party 
initiated: in the reform era workers accepted the party as a conversation 
partner and a respected political actor. It is important to stress that work-
ers voiced remarkably open and harsh criticisms of the economic reform, 
which was implemented by the party in both countries, at public forums. 
This clearly shows that in the reform era the government took the social 
‘feedback’ into consideration and the party took a sincere interest in the 
social dialogue with the working class.

In this period signs of ‘liberalization’ can also be observed in party life. 
This is obvious in the case of the GDR where the reform era was the last 
time when it was recognized in public that there were tensions in the re-
lationship between the party and the working class. The report from Gera 
(‘What do we get out of Socialism?’) well reflects that party functionaries 
were conscious of the decrease of the party’s appeal among the working 
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class, which influenced the politics of the party. In the light of the section 
‘Planning the Impossible?’, the simplified view that the GDR was noth-
ing else but a ‘totalitarian’ police state should be, at any rate, revisited. 
Indeed, how far was terror and political control totalitarian when three 
workers of the ‘Sixth Congress’ brigade could refuse party candidacy (in 
spite of all agitation!), others did not pay party dues for months and man-
agers openly told party functionaries that they were expected to keep the 
red star burning? These examples do not really demonstrate that party 
membership carried such a great prestige among workers and managers. 
In Hungary we find a similar complaint from party functionaries: that 
workers do not hold party membership to be an ‘existential’ issue for 
them. The comment that Zeiss managers ‘work conscientiously because 
of their old loyalty to Zeiss, but not because of political consciousness 
or in the defence of a political standpoint on the basis of their class cat-
egory’, at any rate refutes the argument that the East German state had a 
‘totalitarian’ control over its citizens. In the Hungarian case we could also 
observe a remarkably open criticism in party documents (‘in many places 
workers feel that they only have the right to work’). While open criticism 
disappeared from the official documents in the GDR, in Hungary we 
can also document greater self-censorship in the 1970s as a result of the 
ideological triumph of the hardliners. This changed radically from the 
early 1980s onwards, when the political climate became increasingly un-
favourable for the regime, and more and more people criticized the party 
and the politics of the government. In East Germany, political repression 
prevented a similar documentation of the loss of the appeal of the party, 
which seems to have surprised the party leaders of Gera district as well at 
the time of the political crisis of Honecker’s regime.

The second common characteristic is the fact that workers addressed 
not only the social consequences of the economic reform that they held 
to be harmful for the working class (increasing inequalities between man-
agerial and working-class wages) but also the existing contradictions of 
the socialist system. This criticism was, however, an essentially left-wing 
criticism of actually existing socialism; the purpose of the critics was the 
reform of a socialist system and not the restoration of capitalism. As I have 
documented above, workers in both countries criticized unjust manage-
rial privileges and increasing social and material inequalities, which we can 
hardly interpret as longing for a capitalist regime, which produces not less 
but more inequalities. The documented working-class criticisms rather 
lead us to conclude that in this era workers were open to a democratic re-
form of socialism and that they believed in the possibility of the reform of 
the socialist system and the party (because they participated in the social 
dialogue in order to better the regime). In the reform era it was not only 
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the party that showed an openness to criticism but also workers declared 
themselves to be willing to accept the party as a conversation partner and 
a representative of their interests.

Thirdly, I list the most important common elements of the working-
class criticism of the reform in the two countries. In both cases anti-re-
formist attitudes were manifest in working-class communities. East Ger-
man workers protested against the economic incentives, which decreased 
average working-class wages; at the same time they also complained that 
other social strata (intellectuals, managers, self-employed) lived better un-
der socialism than the working class. The Hungarian workers even more 
vehemently opposed the reform, which in their eyes benefited only the 
managers and the ‘peasants’. Apart from this criticism, however, workers 
in both countries spoke of the formality of enterprise democracy and the 
actual powerlessness of the working class in the state-owned factories. In 
Hungary even trade union leaders criticized the weakness of the trade 
unions, and enterprise democracy was even discussed in the meeting of 
the executive committee of the county, where one report criticized that 
enterprise democracy depended on the management. In the GDR, party 
functionaries openly discussed that the party lost its appeal in certain social 
strata; further, we can also read such heretical statements in the minute 
books that working-class party members do not pay party dues (and their 
party organization overlooks it!) and the ‘Sixth Congress’ brigade only 
works overtime because they get extra money for it. In the reform era 
the East German party functionaries complained about the ‘leniency’ of 
party life (as the investigation discovered, the campaign plan for the elec-
tions of 1969 was ‘nowhere to be found’, and brigade leaders led their 
brigades without party information), and workers voiced their grievances 
more openly, even to functionaries. The statement that ‘at these meetings 
officials and the state leaders speak only, workers never make any com-
ments’ indicates that the East German workers were as much critical of 
the ‘working-class control’ of the factories as the Hungarians.

We can, of course, also find differences between the two cases. The 
Hungarian reform sought to extend the private sector and their econo-
mists pressed for more radical market incentives than the East German 
reformers, who only intended to increase competition within the state 
sector. Therefore we can read abundant criticisms of the appearance of 
the new rich in the Hungarian documents, which shows that the Hun-
garian workers were more directly confronted with the increasing ma-
terial inequalities than the East Germans. The increasing wealth of the 
‘worker-peasants’ was also a frequent source of criticism in Hungary, 
along with the assumed political unreliability and cultural ‘backwardness’ 
of this group. The working class was never homogenous in Hungary; the 
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reform, however, sharpened existing differences between the urban and 
rural groups, and rendered urban workers envious of the extra income of 
the ‘peasantry’. The seeds of the ‘petit-bourgeois’ mentality had already 
penetrated the working class; or rather – and this is again an important 
difference between the two countries – for many Hungarian workers, es-
pecially those who were recruited from the landless, poor peasantry, this 
was the first time in their life when they could purchase durable consumer 
goods or move into flats which had bathrooms. 

In spite of relative liberalization, the differences in the political climate 
of the two countries were manifest even in this period. In the GDR party 
discipline was more strictly observed and respected than in Hungary, even 
amidst the internal party debates. Zeiss failed to fulfil the plan for years; 
it caused great damage to the people’s economy; there were huge arrears 
in export performance; it disappointed the Soviet partner; and in the final 
years of the NES the factory only avoided bankruptcy thanks to significant 
state support. The party functionaries, however, felt it important to dem-
onstrate their ideological watchfulness even in this critical situation. In 
the documented conflicts between Gallerach and the Zeiss managers both 
sides insisted that they acted in line with the party (parteimäßig), and 
the failure to comply with the Soviet plans forced Gallerach to exercise 
self-criticism in front of the district party leadership. It is characteristic of 
this over-politicized climate that even in a situation which was so critical 
for Zeiss, the party secretary of the district received the assurance that all 
information was collected about the representation of the ‘West German 
pseudo-enterprise’ Oberkochen at the Bucharest international fair. This 
is only one example, but the second chapter (‘Workers in the Welfare 
Dictatorships’) introduces several other documents to show how ideol-
ogy penetrated other areas of life, which had nothing to do with politics, 
and even worse, could not be solved by the citation of Marxist phrases. 
In the GDR there were political taboos even in the reform era; it was un-
thinkable to criticize enterprise democracy and the trade unions in public 
party forums, and neither could the party elite be criticized. In Hungary 
at the same time people counted a large part of the nomenklatura among 
the new elite, whose extravagant lifestyle and ‘conspicuous’ consumption 
was widely criticized as we have seen in the section ‘The Appearance of 
the New Rich’. In the GDR the party had just started to experiment with 
the extension of a critical public. Popular responses – and of course, other 
factors, along with the hardening of the Soviet line and the suppression 
of the Prague Spring – were, however, not very favourable for a successful 
social dialogue. The reformists retreated, Ulbricht resigned from his post 
and the party never again dared initiate a social dialogue with the class in 
whose name it exercised political power.
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The dialogue also ended in failure in the more liberal Hungary. Let 
us be more precise: the balance of the 1960s depends on what we con-
sider ‘achievement’ in the situation of the working class. The party gave 
important material concessions to the working class in both countries. 
In the GDR there was an increase in working-class wages (this was a sig-
nificant concession if we take into consideration that the reform started 
with a wage stop!). In Hungary the government committed itself to a 
similar wage policy: in order to raise popular support, and ‘level’ the dif-
ferences between the income of the industrial working class and other 
social strata, which benefited from the economic reform, the government 
increased working-class wages. Even more importantly, the party in both 
countries committed itself to the standard-of-living policy. The end of the 
reform era demonstrates that the working class had political significance 
in both cases because the government could not afford to risk any further 
decrease of the party’s appeal among the working class. The records of 
the investigation in the instrument plant reveal that workers were in an 
informal bargaining position in the GDR, too, and they could exert for-
midable pressure on the management for material concessions: the Zeiss 
management had to increase working-class wages in a period when the 
enterprise could not fulfil the plan for years and could hardly avoid bank-
ruptcy! The state guaranteed a workplace to everybody, so how could 
the functionaries threaten a worker who refused to pay party dues or 
terminated his party membership? That he would be a worker for the 
rest of his life? The sources suggest that many workers consciously tried 
to keep a distance from the party, and it should be stressed again that the 
party membership was not an existential question to them. It can thus be 
assumed that party membership did not always carry prestige among the 
workers. In this aspect one can indeed doubt the efficiency of the omnip-
otent East German state, especially as, in Zeiss, workers remained loyal to 
‘their’ factory. The massive repression under the Honecker regime, while 
silencing any criticism, effectively prevented a dialogue even amongst the 
grass-roots membership, thereby demonstrating the party’s refusal (and 
inability) to change.

Was the working class triumphant in this social dialogue? The balance 
is at best ambiguous. In the GDR the party retreated from the reform; 
and in Hungary there was a partial retreat, while the reform-minded 
economists abandoned more radical concepts of property reform. The 
government in both countries sought to win over the working class with 
a standard-of-living policy: working-class wages were increased and there 
was also a revival of certain elements of the old social democratic pro-
gramme: housing construction, the support of working-class culture and 
education and community life (socialist brigades). The material conces-
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sions, however, only partially satisfied working-class demands. The social 
dialogue of the 1960s brought to the surface far-reaching social changes. 
The downgrading of the working class was an issue that had to be ad-
dressed, along with the question of how technical development – and in 
the Hungarian case, the extension of the private sector – would change 
the social role of the industrial working class. In the reform era these 
questions were discussed in front of a critical public.

In this respect, the closing of the social dialogue was a defeat both for 
the party and the industrial working class. The triumph of the hardliners 
meant the narrowing of a critical public and the canonization of official 
socialism as the hegemonic form of left-wing discourse in the East Eu-
ropean countries. This effectively blocked the possibility of a dialogue 
between the party and the working class. In Hungary, for example, the 
ethnographic study of Miklós Haraszti did not go beyond the working-
class criticism that could be documented in Rába in the 1960s: the author 
argued that workers were conscious of the lack of working-class control, 
and on their part, they attempted to cheat the managers in order to re-
ceive ‘fair’ wages. The show trial against the author indicated the end of 
the party’s tolerance: the party leaders were more worried that a left-wing 
criticism would undermine the compromise embedded in the welfare dic-
tatorships than they opposed market reforms. The disappearance of left-
wing alternatives from the public rendered it impossible to find a new 
social message which was more in line with social reality. Besides, political 
repression silenced those who could come up with an alternative. The 
best examples are the East German information reports, which repeated 
the same slogans over the years as if the authors had been afraid that even 
a new wording could lead to trouble. Official socialism therefore became 
a hopelessly old-fashioned and outdated ideology, in which few people 
believed (including party functionaries), regardless of how frequently 
they cited Marx and Lenin. Not even in the more liberal Hungary did 
the regime tolerate the propagation of any leftism other than the official 
legitimizing ideology.

It can therefore be argued that the government’s answer to the so-
cial criticism of the reform era (increasing consumption and refusal to 
address political demands) had, in the long run, contradictory results. 
While there were no working-class protests in Hungary, as in Poland, 
people recognized the increasing gap between the ideology of the party 
and social reality. Having failed to realize its egalitarian social programme, 
the system failed to represent convincingly the superiority of human val-
ues over materialism. Propaganda stressed the better quality of life under 
socialism, but was unable to tell people how they might experience this 
better quality of life. With the expansion of the market, the state could 
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not control the income of significant social groups, and in the light of the 
new differences the creation of an egalitarian society seemed illusory. Like 
the mechanic who was angered by everything he read in the newspapers, 
people increasingly chose to disbelieve everything that the party said. 

The retreat from the reform and the ideological victory of the hard-
liners therefore ended an era in both countries. The party based its le-
gitimacy on the welfare dictatorships, which are discussed in detail in the 
forthcoming parts of the book, and it refused to change the established 
power structure. With the exclusion of left-wing alternatives from the 
public, the party no longer sought for a dialogue with the working class. 
In this sense the end of the regime’s social dialogue with the working 
class can indeed be considered symbolic.
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